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no small comfort in grumbling about the dry
MAIL ARTICLES.
[From the Daily (Ohio) Evening Post.]
$)REIGÍL
and wet spells which I said was going to
Commercé of the Mississippi Valley.—How
Gen.
Leavenworth.
—
The
remains
of
this
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
ruin the farm. Having no business of my
[From foreign papers received at New York by
officer, who died while engaged in the public few, how very few, even of those who assist
JAMES K. REMICH.
the packet ship Napoleon.]
own, I kept an eye upon other people’s. I
in
carrying
it
on,
have
any
idea
of
the
extent
service in the Missouri Territory in July last,
Office oh the Main -Street,-opposite the Meeting- House«
LONDON, APRIL 22.
thought I was a pretty close observer, and I having been disinterred and brought to the of this vast trade, which can only be known
bi nee the passing of the American Indem
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
declared as lazy folks always do, that the city of New York, were buried on Tuesday in part to the closest observer and most inde nity Bill nothing of any consequence had
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.—
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which world was going to destruction, as fast as it last with funeral honors. The Journal of fatigable inquirer ; and this must be ever the taken place in the Chamber of Deputies.
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year.—No could go ; but the world did’nt mind me—so Commerce gives the following biographical case, until legal requirements shall compel the That vote appears, in the meantime, to have
owners of flat and keel boats to report mani
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub I gave that up. I wanted to complain to my notice.
given no satisfaction to any party, save and
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
General Leavenworth was born in the State fests of their cargoes.
except the government and its vile retainers.
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for neighbors, but they hadn’t time to hear me.
During a trip of seven weeks to New Or Mr. Livingston, the American Minister, does
of
Vermont,
and
in
the
year
1806,
came
to
the
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount When I talked to my wife, she kept on her
charged for its insertion.
town of Delhi, in Delaware Co., N. Y., where leans last fall, six of which were spent upon not appear to be satisfied with it, if we are to
knitting, and only said ,41 always told you,
he studied law under Gen. Root, and contin the riverf we made some remarks upon the judge from his preparations to quit France,
you was a fool for giving up your business.’ ued practising it until the year 1812, when he commerce which was continually passing in which have suffered no interruption in con
MISCELLANEOUS
If I had any real calamity) 1 might have been entered the army as a Captain, at the head of our view ; during eight days in the month of sequence. The American ship of war, too,
pretty
well off, though I had too much mon a volunteer corps which he raised himself, November, that the boat on board which we which had arrived in the roads of Havre, still
PHILOSOPHY AND INDEPEND
ey. My eldest son grew very fat ; and for and from that period till his death he remain were lay upon the rocks, near Shawneetown, kept aloof from the shore, and showed no dis
ENCE.
ed in the army. He commanded a battalion the average number of flat boats that passed position to pay the French Government the
4 You can’t make me believe that folks a long time 1 worried myself every night for in the 9th regiment at the battles of Chippa- us in day-light, each day, was twenty-five—
compliment of placing herself under the pro
fear
he
would
have
the
apoplexy
;
but
in

who have their five thousand dollars a year,
wa and Bridgewater. After tire first of these their average burthen, from five to six hun tection of its guns. This coolness has not
an’t any happier than I am,’ said farmer stead of taking fits he took politics—and I battles, he was made Lieut. Colonel, and af dred barrels. Their cargoes are various, escaped the notice of the public, and one of
particularly distin although the greater part, at that season, were the consequences of the discovery has been
Jones to his neighbor Bond. 4 Well then could soon count his ribs« It was too bad, ter the second, Where
j shan’t try,’ said neighbor Bond, very qui with all my whims and notions, I could not guished himself for bis gallantry, he was loaded with flour, whiskey, and corn ; still a fall of the rentes.—True Stin.
get enough to think about. I could not take made Colonel. At this battle most of the there were many with cattle, sheep, horses,
PARIS, APRIL 21.
etly knocking the ashes out of his pipe, and
my favorite walk without having the east officers were wounded,' and for a part of the mules, lumber, &c. ; the pork, bacon, and
The congé which has been given to Mr.
^wiping his mouth for a draught of cider :
Livingston will, any where but in France, be
wind blowing in my face. Folks came to day nearly the entire command devolved up lard trade had not then commenced.
44 If any man likes to think Providence has
On coming up the river, two or three scarcely considered as the noblest resources
me for my money, and I let them have it on him. He was however at last wounded
weeks after, it occurred to us on leaving
Hlealt over hard with him he may have the
because 1 did not know what to do with it himself. Whilst he was holding out his arm Memphis, at 8 o’clock, A. M., that we would for the retrievement of the national dignity.
comfort of it for all me.”—4 There is no
pointing towards the enemy, a cannon ball
Elsewhere such a calculated blow at a diplo
myself—there was a real satisfaction in be
struck his arm and knocked him off his horse. count the flat boats we met descending du matic functionary will probably be regarded
getting round you, neighbor Bond,’ said far
ing of use to somebody. How did I watch After the battle, he retired to Delhi, where he ring the day—at 5 o’clock, P. M., a period of
mer Jones ; ‘ but tell me now, honestly,
as a symptom of cowardice rather than of
for my bills to become due 1 Many a time remained 5 or 6 months, and then rejoined nine hours, we had passed sixty. No ac courage, after every thing had been granted
should’nt you be willing to leave off working,
count
was
kept
during
the
night,
but
the
pilot
I’ve had breakfast an hour earlier than com the army. When peace took place, he was
the rejection of which had any chance of
and take fifty thousand dollars, if it were of
mon and set out on a brisk trot to pay a me appointed to the Command at Sackett’s Har counted upwards of twenty laying in shore at producing an armed retaliation. There is no
fered to you'?’ 4 Very like I might ; for, as
bor, and was subsequently stationed at Jeffer one place and twelve were counted at anoth doubt that the Ministers were extremely anx
chanic who lived ten rods from my door.’
aunt Betty says, there is a great deal of hu
er. The next day, from sunrise to sunset, w’e
4 But how did your money hold out, son barracks, a little below St. Louis on the passed seventy-seven, after which no particu ious, after the defeat of last year, that the bill
man nature in man ; but I hope the tempta
Mississippi, afterwards at the Falls of St.Anshould now be passed by a considerable ma
neighbor Bond ? said Jones. ‘ I desire to
tion wont come in my way, for I shouldn’t
thony on the Mississippi, and other outposts, lar account was taken of them. The pas jority. Without the tiers parti, it might still,
be thankful, neighbor Jones, the barrel soon until the summer of 1834, when he marched sage from New Orleans to Louisville was
be as happy as I am now.’ 4 You wouldn’t
perhaps, have been carried ; so that the arun low at the bung hole. I bad to go to in command of the dragoons, on an expedi twelve days, which is about an average one. mendment of Gen. Valaze was the price
be obliged to work then neighbor.’ No, and
Here,
then,
estimating
the
boats
at
seventywork again, and now lama happy man, sir. tion to the settlements of the Pawnee and
which was paid for the co-operation of that
if I was not obliged to work I shouldn’t
My children all behave well, for I didn’t Camanche Indians. This was unfortunately five per day only, (including those passed in section of the chamber of which Dupin is the
work, and then I am sure I shouldn’t be
the
night,)
which
is
certainly
within
the
num

Chief.
It is said that on this point M. de
play rich long enough to spoil them.
My his last campaign ; he died on the 24th of
contented. I have had a bit of experience
ber, you have nine hundred vessels, which, at
eldest son goes a representative from our July, 1834, of a fever, at a place called Cross only five hundred barrels each, give a grand Broglie and his colleagues were not perfectly
this way, Mr Jones, though I never was over
Timbers, on the False Washita. His remains
agreed : but that they all ultimately yielded
town ; and my daughters are all well married.
and above rich. I’ll tell you my experience.
were at first taken to Cantonement Jessup, aggregate of FOUR HUNDRED AND FIF to the strongly expressed wishes of the pre
Sometimes they tell me they wish I wouldn’t
TY
THOUSAND
BARRELS,
all
on
their
Dick Brown and I (you know rich Dick
and from thence to New Orleans, from which
mier on the subject. It remains to be seen
work so hard, but I say to ’em,4 J’ve learnt place they were shipped for this port about way to market at once.
how the demand for satisfaction will be met
Brownj were boys together—a couple of as
But this is only a part of this immense by the haughty chief of the American repub
wisdom by experience—let them be idle that six weeks ago. Prior to the shipment the
poor and as merry devils as ever capered to
like it. He(e I’ll dig, till you have to dig a flesh was separated from the bones and noth commerce. We passed on their way to N. lic.
There is reason to believe that on the
Yankee-Doodle. Dick and I never had but
new home for me.’ < But, neighbor Bond,’ ing but the latter was brought here. They Orleans during the same period, nearly every other side of the Atlantic, much more than
one fight, though we were always together,
first
and
second
rate
steamboat
(as
to
size)
on this, the point of honor has the first place,
said Jones,4 it makes me mad to see them arrived a few days since, and were yesterday
upon lthe
waters—
—those
those belonging
and that aunt Betty has often told me, was
put on board a steamboat, to be conveyed to ¡ "P°"
.ne western
w.est?rn waters
belonging to and the question of the dollars is treated as a
ruffle-shirt gentry there in Boston, with their Delhi,
‘
.................
“
,
where his wife, who died in 1811, lies !he Mississippi, the Tennessee, and the Cu
all owing to the sinful upliftings of my na
Mr. Livingston very
white wristbands, walking by the market so interred. She was the sister of Dr. Knapp of I i)er‘an(.1> laden withi cotton, to an extent, in subordinate matter.
ture. A sick gentleman came to our house
naturally feels himself personally ill used, and
.1
•
•
■»
...... z*.
> .
. * ..
manv incfnni»nc!
nt
stately-like, as if they was afraid mv breath
many
instances,
of
from
two
to
three
thous

this city. In all his different relations in life
on that account his opinions may be liable to
on horseback, and father told one of us boys
would spoil their new broad-cloth.“ Don’t he sustained the character of a brave, amiable, and bales each ; while those out of the Ohio, bias ; but the probability sems to be, that the
to go to the tavern and buy some gin for
were laden with various products of the rich
it raise your old Adam, neighbor Bond?’ intelligent and highly honorable man.
demand for satisfaction, if made in the same
him. The tavern was three quarters of a
vales of Ohio, Kentucky, Indiana and Illinois, ,
4 Not a bit, man—not a bit ; I often look
spirit which has dictated the unceremonious
mile off, the road lay through a pokerish bit
forming an immense aggregate of wealth, the '
dismissal of the American Minister, will have
Locust Trees.—'The Massachusetts Society
over my shoulders at them and laugh, as 1
whole of which passed from its place of ship
of a wood, and it was beginning to be dark.
say to myself,4 When a man has nothing to for promoting Agriculture, have awarded to ment to its destined mart, in the short period raised up a greater difficulty than that which
My brother Jim had had a parcel of 4 raw
do, it must be a great comfort to think he is Mr. Wm. Clark, Jr. of Northampton, a pre of forty days, and much more than half of it the French Ministry have just overcome.
head and bloody bones’stories told him, and
Mr. Livingston remains here until after the
of so much consequence.’ < Well, neighbor mium of $20 for a plantation of locust trees. ’! in less than half that time ! Yet this trade is
law has passed the Chamber of Peers. He
he did’nt altogether like the notion of going.
The timber of locust is invaluable on account
carried
on for
nearly sixwhole
months
in at
the year, then proposes to pay short visits to England
Bond, you are a happy man. For my part
?"d
during
year
of its . durability. ,I
You must know, neighbor Jones, that man
1 a more
-- nearly/he
------ 1„ -------I dont like to be lorded over.’—‘ Lorded builders and the government price for it has
and Holland before returning to the United
and boy, I have always been over and above
over ! Heaven help thee, man ! we lord it been as high as 75 cents per cubic foot.s Lo limited extent.---------------------------------------------- ! States.—Times.
willing to be brave by proxy, as they call it.
over them.
I should like to know what cust posts, set in the ground, have been
BAYONNE, APRIL 19.
So I says to Jim, looking fierce as a bullet
Internal Improvements.—In no State is pub
The letters from Pampeluna are dated the
measure they can carry, if the honest yeo known to last upwards of half a century. It
all the lime, 4 now Jim, an’t you ashamed
manry of the country have a mind to vote is also excellent for fuel. Though the rapid lic spirit more active than in Pennsylvania, 17th inst. Nothing particular had taken place,
of yourself to be scared ? I had just as lief
where the gigantic State system already in excepting, that, by a decree just published,
against them ? The honest, hard working growth of this tree, and its great value ren
go through them ’ere woods as go to bed.’
ders it a prime object of cultivation, yet the operation seems to be the fruitful parent of Gen. Valdez had assumed the chief command
men, who take a newspaper home, and read
mulberry will be found to be altogether more the numerous lesser works that are almost in the place of Mina, of the whole of the
My father laughed, and looked sort of mis
it, in the bosom of industrious families— profitable. Its growth is as rapid—its tim daily starting into life. In this competition troops in Navarre, the Basque provinces, Archievous. 4 Well Will, suppose you go
these are the men to save the nation when ber is as valuable, and, in addition to both, its for the great trade of the West, and for the ragon, &c. : consequently after the confer
then,’ said he. He might just as well have
the nation is in danger. I am proud of my foliage will yield a large annual profit in rear attainment of the best route to market, Penn ence with Don Carlos, Lord Elliott will pro
shot me dead as to have said them words.
station, sir ; and 1’11 try to use my power ing silk worms. We are credibly informed, sylvania now takes rank over New York, and ceed to the head quarters of ValdeZ.
But, thinks I, Jim’ll crow, and Dick’ll laugh,
The Queen’s Government appears now to
well. There are good folks among the rich, that mulberry posts, of the ordinary length continues to move forward with an energy
so I may as well stand to my word. It was
and perseverance that prove her determina be acting with becoming energy, and nothing
as well as the poor. It makes a man nei and size for fences, have been sold in New
tion to preserve the superiority she enjoys. whatever can warrant, at all events for the
but a boy’s motive, neighbor Jones ; but if
ther better nor worse to be a gentleman, Haven for $3 a piece. Every farmer may One of the most recent projects put forth is
present, armed French intervention«
you will show me a man who was never
double the value of his farm in ten years, by
provided he has a taste for it. If the gentry cultivating the white mulberry tree, for the the Williamsport and Elmira Rail road, a
governed by jest such a motive, in the way
as you call’em, vote for what is fair, I’ll sole purpose of timber & fuel.—Silk Culturist. work of about seventeen miles in extent—the
Mr. Livingston.—A letter from Paris, da
of politics, business, and such like, I will tell
object of which, among others, is to supply ted April 22d, states that Mr. Livingston
vote with them ; and if they want to vote for
you that man is one in five hundred. Well,
any thing that will oppress the people, I
Poison.—We stated a few days since, that western New York with bituminous coal of would sail from Havre on board the Constitu
off I scampered, barefoot, over the hard
guess they ’ll find they aint of so much con there had been some cases of sickness which the West Branch of the Susquehanna, and to tion frigate, bringing the official intelligence
frosty ground, seeing a ghost in every bush :
attract to Pennsylvania, in return, the trade of of the passage of the Indemnity bill, instead
Let the were supposed to have been caused by poi the Erie Canal. The distance from the Erie
I bought my gin, afld was back to father’s sequence as they think they are.
of proceeding to England or Belgium.
soned food VI
of OU1I.IQ
some IXIIJII.
kind. We
have ollJVO
since
»▼
IJiXVC
I
L.
I *
1
1
Fl
1
•
upstarts among ’em enjoy their fine clothes OUiJuu
„ th,s .r.out,e_ and
.
. . v. ___ i
learnt that Dr. Dickinson has traced the ^ana! ^.
.the _Pennsylvania
The debate in the French Chamber of
as quick as a patent shuttle.
I guess the
as little Sammy does his rattle ; and if they
! Canal is so much shorter than to the city of Deputies on the Indemnity bill, has occasion
gentleman knew how the case stood ; for he
disorder to its origin, and found that it was
have a mind to take the trouble, let them
caused by the milk of some cows Which had New York, that it is believed a large portion ed at least one duel, between two of the
look out a four-pence and gave it to me
tell forty lies a week to hide that their great been feeding upon decayed vegetables.
of the trade of New York will fall into the members ; they exchanged a couple of shots,
with a smile. My quarrel with Dick Brown
new channel. Our neighbor Philadelphia, without effect, when the seconds interfered.
grandfather made leather breeches for a liv
Bangor
Whig.
was about this four-pence. I tell you monwe know full well, has now the monopoly of
JV. Y. Com. Mv.
ing. What do I care ? Can’t I know that
py has its evils, The first money I ever got
the trade of the Pennsylvania improvements,
lam the happiest of the two ?
An’t I as
The Poughkeepsie Eagle says: “ The
and of the numerous works which are being
made me insolent. I showed Dick my fourCapture of a Spanish Slaver.—A Spanish
free ? And havn’t I as much weight in the whaling business made a worse beginning at connected with them, but it is a monopoly
brig, of three hundred tons, named the For
ipence, and called him a poor ragamuffin.
Government as they Ipave ?’ 4 You talk like this town than at any other place in the Uni whose destruction was decreed by the recent midable, which had acquired no small noto
4 Dick knocked me down ; and we didn’t
a book, Mr Bond ; but after all, I don’t like ted States, but is now looking up in a fair Act of Pennsylvania, authorizing the exten riety among the British cruizes on the coast
speak for a fortnight. We made up after
way of going ahead in a profitable way.
sion of its Canals to the Chesapeake. The of Africa, by her own speed and the boldness
to see their carriages and footmen rolling by
wards ; and Dick often went with me to
moment the Pennsylvania improvements are and dexterity of her captain, was captured on
my old hay cart.’ 4 Very like, very like,
look at the silver bit I had locked up in my
Snow was some inches deep in the vicinity thrown open, as they will be, by the construc the 17th of Dec. off the mouth of the old Cal
neighbor Jones ; for, as Aunt Betty says
-little box, Dick and I went to ’prentice
of Brattleborough, 16th ult. On Wednesday, tion of short work, the monopoly is destroyed abar river, by his Britanic Majesty’s brigantine
there is a great deal of human nature, in
afterwards ; he to a shop keeper and I to a
a considerable quantity fell in this vicinity, forever—the trade of the whole Susquehanna Buzzard. The action was commenced by
man !’
and Mount Holyoke again looked wintry. Valley and of the mighty W’est will take the the slaver, after a chase of some hours, and
blacksmith. We both got up in the world,
Fodder is extremely scarce west of us, and new' outlet to market—and Baltimore will en was maintained for some time with great
and began to look upon a four-penny bit, as
Cause of the diversity offeatures.—In hundreds of sheep and lambs have died on joy a very large share ofall the benefits ari spirit on both sides. At length the brigantine
a small concern. Dick turned out the most
tellectual cultivation, says an observing the hills, from grub in the head and scanty sing from her new and close relations with run the slaver on board, and the latter al
prosperous of the two.—He’s got his coun
keeping.
Wheat in this vicinity is much of this interminable line of canals, rail roads, most immediately surrendered. The captain
try seat, and his carriage, and sent ten boys physiologist, is what contributes most to it killed. Letters from Ohio announce the
of the Formidable, an officer of the Spanish
lakes and rivers.-— Baltimore paper.
diversify
the
features.
In
barbarous
nations
to college ; but I’d bet a beaver hat he’d be
same fact as existing there.
Navy, behaved with great gallantry, fighting
there is rather a physiognomy peculiar to
glad to go back to the time he knocked me
and encouraging his men, until disabled by
Northampton Courier.
Contracts
for
labor.
—
In
the
Supreme
down about the fourpence. He has got in the tribe, than to an individual.— When we
Court, sitting at Springfield, Mass, in an ac three musket wounds. The captors found
Yesterday afternoon, a truck loaded with tion for the recovery of wages it was decided on board the prize, seven hundred slaves,
to a dreadful uneasy way—thinks he has compare the domestic animals with those
which
inhabit
the
forests,
the
same
observa

molasses, coming rapidly down High street “ that whenever there is a contract to labor and a crew of sixty-six men, armed with
got a thousand complaints which never come
near him, and that his sons are going to tion is applicable. The mere operation of into Summer street, at the East corner came for a man for any specific time, say a year, muskets, pistols, and cutlasses. The battery
in contact with a horse and wagon from Dor the laborer can recover nothing for any por- 'of the slaver was eight guns. Four of the
bring him to the alms-house. He has some mind on the muscles of expression, is suffi
chester. The truck wheel went over one of tion of his work, if he does not continue in •Spaniards were killed, and eleven wounded ;
cient
to
produce
all
the
countless
variety
of
reason for that, poor man : for they are a
the fore feet of the horse, and pulled the hoof his service the whole time, unless indeed of the British, six wounded.
set of scapegraces, sure enough. They nev expression which characterize the human completely off. He was soon after knocked the contract has been waived.” The jury
family.
er earned any money, poor lads .’ how should
From Bahia.—Capt. Ropes, from Bahia,
on the head.—Boston Patriot.
found a verdict for the defendant on that
informs,
that since the rising of the blacks
they know the worth of it?
They don’t
ground.
•
Matrimony.—Matrimony is like Mason
(24th and 25th Jan.) the community were in
take to books, and their father makes ’em
Wool.—There was imported into the port
ry, no one knows the secrets until he is in
The New Orleans Courier of the 5th ult. 1a state of alarm, and frequent arrests were
3»o through college for the name on’t—what itiated. It is like an eel trap, very easy to of Boston during the year 1834, three million
says
On Sunday evening last an individual 1made of free blacks and slaves. About 150
five
hundred
and
fifteen
thousand
pounds
of
can the poor fellows do with their time, get in, but plaguy hard to get out.
It is,
1to 200 had been arrested, and increased re
without they have a high go now and then. in its first stage, like a wind that fans the wool, that cost less than 8 cents per pound, named John Parker, was stabbed, and it is strictions
were put upon the slaves. A jury
said mortally wounded, by one Wm. Rich- “
and
free
of
duty
—
one
hundred
and
thirty
—We ought to have a deal of compassion flame of love • but unfortunately, too much
been sitting most of the time, to whom
ardson, who has been arrested by Lieut. Har- had
j
three
thousand
nine
hundred
pounds,
costing
and charity for the rich neighbor Jones. I fanning blows it all out. It is every thing
Provincial Government had entrusted the
per, and identified as the perpetrator of the the
1
over eight cents per pound, and dutiable.
hearing and final judgment of those tried.
was going to tell about Dick’s house and that is contradictor}-—sweet or bitter just
crime.
Morning Post.
Several had been condemned to death, and
furniture ; I had a pretty sum of money, so as it was taken. In short, it is
I thought I’d turn gentleman too. I gave up
A Detroit paper'states, that fourteen hun many to whipping and a protracted imprison
John Bell of Tennessee, late Speaker of
—--------- Like a glaring light
the House of Representatives in Congress, dred votes were polled in that city, although ment—among the number several females.
business, and bought iwo horses and a sofa.
The city had been declared under martial
Placed in a window on a summer’s night,—
has published in the Nashville Republican, it is well known that there are but about four
1 was idle and I called it being at ease ; but
law for 30 days from the 24th March ; during
Alluring all the insects of the air
an address which occupies five columns, vin hundred legal voters in the place ! The ma
not a speck of ease could I find. I had my
the time the houses were to be searched for
To come and singe their pretty winglets there ; dicating himself from the late scurrilous at jority were the votes of foreign emigrants,
chimney’s pulled down four times. My wife
suspicious slaves, arms, &c. At the time of
pressed
forward
by
the
tools
of
the
Adminis

tacks
upon
his
political
course,
which
have
Those who are out, butt heads against the pane,
the insurrection, proclamations printed on
said there was nothing the matter with them ;
from time to time appeared in the Washing tration—officers of Government.
Those who are in butt to get out again.
wooden blocks, were found among the insur
M I said there was. However, it was bad
ton Glqbe.
gents, written, in part, in Arabic characters,
business to pull down chimneys for a living,
Spunk.—A woman offering to sign a
ff/^Tbe individual who left a “ cud” of and portions of the Alcoran, wherein they
so I gave that up. The wind and the weath- deed,the judge asked her if her husband
The New York Commercial states that Mr. tobacco on our table the other day—is most bound themselves to each other. There
*er furnished me with considerable occupa compelled her to sign it.
44 He compel Van Buren owns more slaves in that State earnestly requested to remove the same.—He were also pamphlets found upon them, com
than are to be found in> South Carolina and can have it by proving property, and he is posed entirely of parts of the Alcoron, also
tion. I watched the weather-cock as close
me
said the Jady,44 no, nqr twenty more
Georgia together. They are held in more particularly requested to take it away while some splendid dresses for the intended chiefs«
as I ever watched my anvil; and there was just like him.”
abject servitude, too.
it. is moist.—’C/aremoni Eagle.
•»
«V. Y. Mercantile.

........ ¿Hrcpswxw, mat 20. •.
A very destructive Fire in New York, oc- |
[From the Nantucket Inquirer.]
has recovered his
curred on Thursday night last. It broke out | Mr. Clayton
----j fugitive
t
• bai
Caution
to
Whalers.
—
We
are
indebted
to
’
mail articles
at No. 78, Barclay street, and caused a wide j loon. It was found on Saturday last, in an
FOREIGN
Capt. Upham of the ship Corinthian, recently •spread conflagration, consuming about two | open field, in Kentucky, about fifteen miles
arrived from the Pacific Ocean, for the fol- 1thirds of the square bounded by Barclay,| from this city, rw«r
[From the Philadelphia Gazette.]
near the hanks
banks of
of Licking rirriv
Dreadful Earthquake in Chili.—The ship
lowing details of an outrage and robbery,
The
Strike.
—
1
The
Schuylkill
front
of
this
Coral, Capt. Whitten, arrived at this port on
Greenwich, Robinson, and Washington |<er, It is so much damaged as to be unfit for
has worn for several days a singular as committed by one of the savage sovereigns streets. In its progress eighteen buildings use, except in the way of patching and re
Saturday evening, bringing an account of a city
<
The hum of business is hushed ; the of the South Sea Islands—which we publish,
most distressing earthquake ih and about the pect,
|
were destroyed—on Barclay street 7, Green pairing other balloons. Mr. Clayton is now
yards are deserted and shutand every that it may serve especially as a warning to wich 8, Robinson 1, Washington 2; besides making a new balloon, still larger and more
city of Conception, in Chili.—She left the coal
<
ail
who
may
be
disposed
to
place
reliance
on
of business is completely at a stand.
port of Talcahuana 6th of March. The first kind
1
a large five story brick building, with its con elegant than the other, and intends fulfilling
coal-heavers have determined that ten the good faith of those untutored barbarians.
and most disastrous shock occurred on the The
1
tents, in the rear of Greenwich street. Sev his design of making a voyage to the Atlantic,
On the afternoon of the 19th Nov. last,
work per day is as much as comports
20th of February.—Of the large town of Con- hours
.
eral others received slight injury ; and had a? soon as he can complete his serial appara
ception, not a building was left standing. with their comfort and dignity, and have Capt. Upham, with a boat’s crew, landed on not a tremendous effort been made in the tus, which he anticipates being able to do by
Talcahuana and five small villages in the therefore decreed that no one shall work lon the Island of Eooa, one of the Friendly Is midst of the conflagration, to save them, the the 1st of July.
harbor were entirely destroyed.
After the ger. They have struck. To this there would lands, for the purpose of trading for vegeta destruction of property (large quantities of
first shock the vessels in the bay were all left be no objection, if they did not compel others bles, and without difficulty bought and took goods and merchandise being consumed)
Mr. Lauriat's Balloon.—Yesterday after
If they can afford to live in off two boat loads of yams. Next morning,
aground, but soon the sea rushed on in great also to strike.
noon, agreeably to previous notice, Mr. Lau
might
have
been
of
much
greater
extent.
rollers, and rising 25 or 3(X feet, completely idleness, it is perfectly right that they should with a view of obtaining a further supply, he Many of the buildings being of wood, the riat attempted an ascension in a balloon from
overflowed the land, sweeping away the ruins. leave their labor ; but they have no right to again landed, loaded his boat and despatched work of destruction went on rapidly ; and aS an amphitheatre erected on the westerly side
Many persons were saved from untimely constrain others to follow their ( example. her for the ship, meanwhile remaining him roof after roof fell in, the flames successively of Charles street, opposite the lower part of
death by the active crew of the Coral. The About three hundred of these men have ban self to purchase more, of which he had col rose to a great height, and flakes of fire were the Common.—The amphitheatre was filled
shocks continued (three or four every day) ded to prevent all business on the Schuylkill lected nearly another load, when the chief thrown to a distance of more than half a mile. with spectators ; and the vast concourse, as
asked him for a ‘ big gun ;’ Capt. U. replied
up to the time the ship left. On the 22d, a until their demands are complied with. They
Several buildings at. a distance were set on sembled on the common and vicinity, presen
large portion of the island of Caracana, at the paraded the streets commanded by a man that having but one on board, he could not fire, but it was extinguished with pails of wa ted one of the most animated spectacles
mouth of the bay, was swallowed up. On wi|h a drawn sword in his hand, and have spare it—and the chief seemed perfectly sat ter. The spectacle is represented as having which we remember to have witnessed. The
the 5th of March, it was stated there that from threatened every man with death who dares isfied. 1’he boat was now returning from been one of imposing grandeur. The illumi process of inflation was commenced at three
25 to 30 towns, besides many small villages to lift a piece of coal. All labour is suspend the ship, and while going down to meet her, nation of the heavens was gorgeous and sub o’clock ; and at about half past five, every
between Conception and the Cordilleras, were ed. Even the hands in the canal boats are Capt. U. was accompanied by the chief and lime, and the church steeples, standing like thing being apparently in readiness, the seroscenes of complete ruin. From four to five not permitted to unlade their own boats. others, all manifesting a very friendly dispo pillars of reflected light, were visible in every naut took his station in the car, which, in
hundred lives were lost just in that section of There are seventy-five vessels in the river sition. On the way, however, some private part of the city through the intervening gloom. stead of rising, was driven with violence by
country—but the extent of the suffering is not waiting for freights, but the coal heavers will conversa’^on took place between the chief, The flames spread with such unexpected the wind against the seats of the amphithea
yet known—probably thrice that number have notallow them to be loaded. The hands in his interpreter, and three New-Zealanders rapidity, that many who might otherwise tre.
It was secured and reconveyed to the
the vessel dare not attempt to load, lest their who spoke English. Subsequently to which,
been buried in the ruins.
struck* against
the
havekJ MU
saved
much, l»>cn./kl
rested III
in VIlV
the Bfull
belief vof
1JC1V
V
UJUVU^
va « ■
a • ! place of ”starting,
-'*'-**
7 and again
(-?
(j
and
as
soon
as
the
boat
was
loaded,
and
ready
vessels
should
be
scuttled.
Some
vessels
The condition of the people who formerly
perfect safety. The total loss to individuals same range of seats, and was carried over the
to
push
off,
the
chief
remarked
that
the
boat
have
left
the
river
without
a
freight.
One
inhabited spacious and convenient dwellings,
and insurance companies will not perhaps fall side of the amphitheatre into the street. The
where now not even a brick is left to mark man who attempted to work was assailed by could not go, unless the ‘ big gun’ was given short of $80,000.
aeronaut there disengaged himself from the
the spot, is one of the utmost suffering. The the laborers and beaten most cruelly. His him ; and on being denied, he ordered the
Our limits will not permit us to present to car, and after a short space, the balloon, with
poor people who lived in the country in small head was laid open with a stone, and he was boat to be stopped on shore.
our readers the detailed account of this ca the car, was lifted by the aid of those around
Some three hours afterwards, the gun was lamity given in the New York Commercial— into the amphitheatre. Some of the cords,
reed-huts have suffered but little.
Their otherwise so injured that.his life was consid
again
demanded
and
again
refused.
The
ered
in
danger.
The
Mayor
has
been
out
houses withstood the shocks, and to them is
from whose description of it the foregoing by which the car was attached, appeared then
preserved a roof for shelter. Those who fled several times to the scene of disturbance, and small arms, were then taken from the boat, account has been condensed.
to have parted, and the balloon tore itself free
and
she
was
dragged
up
some
distance
on
has
endeavored,
but
in
vain,
to
persuade
to the hills, erected little shantees, on the
from the rest, and ascended, without any of
spots of land least broken up, and were com them to resume their labor. We learn that land by the natives. The Captain with his
Disaster at New Orleans.—At half past two the usual accompaniments, in a southeasterly
pelled to be constantly at work procuring the the employers, indignant at this outrageous, third mate were allowed to walk about atdib- o’clock, on the morning of the 15th ult., the direction, for ten or fifteen minutes, when it
illegal and insolent conduct, have determined erty ; but in the course of two hours they re
food necessary to satisfy hunger.
We are not sufficiently
Planters Hotel, a three story brick building, began to descend.
The scene during the first shock was ap at once to engage hands elsewhere at an ad turned to the chief’s hut, where they found on the south side of Canal street, in which at informed respecting the causes of Mr. Lauvanced
price.
This
is
as
it
should
be.
If
i
the
boat
’
s
crew
in
a
state
of
great
alarm.
palling. The trembling of every thing
the moment there were about fifty persons, riat’s ill success, to attempt to state them : the
around—the boiling of the sea, as when wa this attempt at coercion should prove now They informed Capt. Upham that the chief ’suddenly, and without a moment’s warning, I prevailing opinion appearedI to be, that the
had
threatened
to
take
the
lives
of
himself
1
ter is heated over a fire—the earth opening successful, there will be no. bounds to their
fell to the earth. The building had been balloon was not sufficiently inflated for his
wide, giving forth the most terriffic moans, demands, no limits to their violence and and all his rnen on shore. He replied that he undergoing some repairs in the lower story, purpose.
It gives us pleasure to learn,*that
It is supposed that the meas could not think so, and urged his men to en
and laboring with internal fires. Buildings insolence.
by which it is supposed its supports were Mr. Lauriat escaped from his dangerous situ
tottering in every direction—and now whole ures adopted by the proprietors of the yards tertain no such fear. Here the chief exclaim weakened. A New Orleans paper of the ation without personal injury. We observed
blocks of brick dwellings rock from their will at once restore matters to their proper ed in English, “ yes, I’ll kill you all, every
no expression of feeling, on the part of those
same morning says—
foundation. In their fall they meet others, footing, and it is confidently expected that one of you”—and immediately proceeded
The billiard room which had been very assembled, excepting that of regret at the fail
business
will
be
vigorously
recommenced
to

with great numbers of natives, to force them
and all, as if locked in death, sink, with a tre
full till late at night, had closed only a short ure of his enterprise.
into the interior—the chief armed with a bay
mendous crash, into the gaping earth, leav day or to-morrow.
The balloon burst near the nose, about the
time before. A young gentleman who left it
It will be well for our authorities to station onet fixed to the end of a pole about twelve
ing no trace of their existence save memory,
only a few minutes before the fall of the length often feet, while it was over Thomp
and the smoke and ashes which arise from a sufficient force on the spot to protect well- feet long, which he thrust against the backs building, states that he passed to the oppo son’s Island, about four miles from the city,
the confusion. The scene was one of thrill disposed. laborers from the violence of the of Capt. U. and his mate, pushing them for site sjde of the street, to his boarding house, and immediately came down. It was se
rioters, and to show them that in this coun ward with prodigious strength 15 or twenty
ing and awful sublimity.
went on to the gallery in front, where he cured by Capt. Daniel Chandler, Superin
When the first intimation of the breaking try the law alone is supreme, and must be feet at once, they not moving with sufficient
heard three distinct and loud cracks, resem tendent of the Farm School, who will return
speed.
up of the convulsed earth was received by respected and observed.
bling the discharge of small cannon, then a it to Mr. Lauriat this morning.—Boston Pat.
It seems that these strikes are rapidly mul
Having advanced about two miles, they ar
the inhabitants of the cities and towns, they,
sopnd like an earthquake, as the mass fell,
The New York Daily Advertiser rived at a large hut, on the ground within
struck with horror, ran into the middle of the tiplying.
Slavery in Missouri.—Several of the lead
which lay a large log, whereon the chief seat and for a moment after, one, and only one,
wide streets and knelt in fervent prayer to contains the following:
appalling cry, as ifby the united voices of the ing Missouri papers are advocating the grad
Strikes
are
all
the
fashion.
The
Stone
ed
himself
;
but
on
Captain
Upham
’
s
under

God, to save them from the threatening de
sufferers. The alarm was directly given to ual emancipation of slaves in that State. They
struction.
Our informant, who was among Cutters not only stand out for two dollars a taking to sit down by his side, as he had the citizens, the bells rung, and engine com propose that the convention, which has been
the number, says that he saw families run day, which the employers are willing to pay, been accustomed to do at the other hut, the panies turned out. Dr. Campbell was im called for the purpose of remodelling the
from their doors, and just as they left their• but they are determined to regulate piece chief, a most powerful and athletic man, mediately on the spot rendering surgical and constitution, shall provide that all such black»
thresholds, their buildings, mostly of brick, work also. Public sentiment appears to be standing six feet, and weighing not far from medical aid. At half past three o’clock about as may be born before a given time shall be
came tumbling down after them.
It is a decided that the Journeymen are in the three hundred pounds—sprang up, and seized fifteen of the sufferers had been rescued from slaves for life ; that those born after a certain
him, and with great violence threw him to
most fortunate thing for the people of wrong.
The voices of many period shall be slaves for a given number of
Next comes the Horse Shoers, who are pa the other side of the hut, ordering him to sit rubbish and saved.
the country, that the shock came at mid
could be heard under the crushed mass, and years ; and that those born after a period
rading
the
streets
with
drum
and
fife
for
there
upon
a
mat.
The
Captain
then
took
day.
Had it taken place in the middle hour i
They
Very few Americans are to be off his hat and laid it beside him, when the when we left to make this brief notice, hun more remote shall be free at birth.
of night, they would have been com- istand out.
dreds of the citizens were exerting them place the question entirely upon grounds
chief again started up, grasped a large heavy
polled to flee for safety without even the one iseen in their ranks.
It is an excellent time for Journeymen war-club, and aiming a blow at the captain selves to extricate the mangled and bruised of expediency.—Nat. Int.
suit of clothing they now have, making their
Stone Cutters and Horse Shoers to come to brought it down purposely within a few inch bodies of the victims of this awful casualty.
suffering much greater.
A paper of the following day adds : We
Splendid Launch.—The new steamboat
es of his head. He again asked for the can
The subjoined letter from a gentleman at the city from the country.
understand that there were about fifty per Portland was launched on Saturday last, a
non,
and
Capt.
U.
still
persisted
in
refusing
Talcahuana, received at the Exchange News
sons in the Planters Hotel at the time of its little past one o’clock, from the ship-yard of
[From th« Journal of Commerce.]
it ; when the chief struck at him a second
Room, contains interesting particulars :—
fall. In the course of the day there were Mr. Nathan Dyer. The number of people
time as before—and, in the space of a few
POLICE OFFICE, MAY 23(1.
“ TALCAHUANA, MARCH 1, 1835.
taken out dead, the body of a gentleman f rom assembled on the occasion was estimated to
minutes,
a
third
blow
was
levelled,
the
bar

A
Lawyer
Outwitted.
—
A
few
days
back
a
“ On the morning of Friday, the 20th of
' Yellow Banks, Ky., of the name of Hanna, a exceed five thousand, and they must have
barian
’
s
eye
flashing,
and
his
hair
seeming
man
named
Nicholson
called
on
a
lawyer
in
February, 1835, about twenty minutes past
lawyer of much respectability ; the body of been highly gratified by the spectacle. The
11 o’clock, we were visited by one of the this city and asked him if it would not benefit to ri^p upon his head. During this transac Mr. Mooney, the superintendent of the ta- launch was conducted without noise or con
tion,
Capt.
Upham
’
s
men
were
imploring
him
most awful earthquakes ever experienced by him to know that a certain debtor of his, who
1 bles of the Hotel, and the body of a Mr. Hop- fusion. The boat moved off with an easy and
the oldest inhabitants of this place. The resided within the limits, went beyond them. to surrender any thing on board the ship,i kins, who had been during the past season steady motion ; and when fairly at liberty up
some
of
them
even
with
tears.
The
club
was
morning was calm and serene, and will prove Certainly, replied the lawyer, if I can at any
r attached to the Circus company playing here. on the water, she was saluted by the firing of
an ever memorable date to the many misera time ascertain that my debtor is beyond the raised a fourth time, the infuriated chief now
It is thought there are still several, four or cannon, which was replied to on board by the
foaming
at
the
mouth
with
rage.
Capt.
Up

limits,
the
sheriff
will
be
obliged
to
pay
me
ble souls who fled to and are now inhabiting
She sits evenly and
five, buried in the ruins. More than forty ringing of her bell.
ham
perceiving
his
assailant
to
be
in
earnest,
my
debt
of
$500
dollars.
Well
replied
Nich

the barren hills. The first shock lasted about
have escaped with life ; some wholly free lightly upon the water; and we have no
and
concluding
that
the
next
stroke
would
olson
I
know
that
your
debtor
intends
to
go
four minutes and a half, causing the moun
from hurt ; some slightly injured, but many doubt will be all that she ought for the safety
tains and valleys to roll like waves of the sea: beyond the limits and if you will pay me for fall directly upon his head, consented to re shockingly mangled ; all of whom, however, and convenience of the travelling communi
linquish
the
gun.
during the severity of the first shock (which watching him I shall give you information of 1
ty.—Eastern Argus.
The savage then dropped his club, and it is believed, will survive.
was so great that a person could scarcely it the moment he does so, in order that you
himself near Capt. Upham, demanded
i
keep upright,) I looked around for a moment may have the necessary writ served on the seating
Dreadful Tornado.—We learn that a very
We find in the Mobile Advertiser a pre
to meet my fate, but am spared to be thank sheriff during his absence. The Lawyer a- in addition, an iron cook pot, a chest, a trunk,
destructive Tornado passed over a part of sentment by the Grand Jury of that county,
two
kegs
of
powder,
and
musket
and
cannon
greed
to
give
Nicholson
$75
in
case
he
dis

ful, and may consider myself one of the for
this county (Rowan) on Saturday, the 9th giving the particulars of the murder of two
tunate in making my escape from the falling, covered the debtor beyond the limits, and balls. On replying that he had none of the
instant, near the section known as the Jer children by two slaves. They were convic
but now prostrate ruins.
Conception, a city Nicholson very soon brought to the lawyer latter, the chief told him he lied, and that
sey Settlement. It prostrated every thing be ted of the crime, and seized by the enraged
containing 25,000 inhabitants, is one heap of the welcome intelligence, accompanied by the the boat should not be released without a
fore it ; not a house, tree, or fence was left populace, taken to the place where they had
ruins ; being built principally of brick, there irrefragable proof, that his debtor had not on pledge to furnish them. At length it was astanding where it passed. The destruction perpetrated the offence and burned to death.
greed
to
give
up
all
that
could
be
procured
ly
gone
beyond
the
limits
but
even
out
of
the
is not even one habitable dwelling left stand
of property was very great; but the most —The details of the murder are unfit for pub
or
made
on
board,
and
the
boat
was
sent
off
city.
The
lawyer
cheerfully
paid
Nicholson
ing within the limits of the city, and for
melancholy circumstance was the death of a lication, and in the opinion of the Grand Ju
leagues around. The shock came from a the $75 and immediately left the necessary with the 3d mate and four men, the Capt. and
respectable young lady, whose name, we be ry, justify the dreadful vengeance taken by
8. E. course, prostrating every thing in its writ with the Coroner to be served on the two men being detained as hostages, and re
lieve, was Jones. She was standing in one the populace upon the inhuman murderers.
way.
A number of small towns have been Sheriff, but had scarcely done so when he moved to the hut near the shore where they
corner of the house when it tumbled down
Salem Gazette.
heard from in its course ; Chilian, Talea, discovered that his debtor had gone beyond were surrounded all night by crowds of na
and crushed her to death. When she was
Arredan, Congas, Erras, Peural, St. Carlos,, the limits under a writ of Habeas Corpus, as tives, singing the war songs continually.
lire.—On Tuesday last a boy or man, or
At daylight, the chief having fallen asleep, found after the storm subsided, her head was
Valago and Angles, have all met the sames a witness on some trial, and that of course
the
sheriff
was
not
at
all
liable
for
the
debt
the
singing ceased—and Capt. Upham took severed from her body ! We have not learn some other two legged animal with a gun, ac
fate. Talcahuana, the port of Conception, is
ed the extent of the Tornado, but it embra cidentally fired the woods in the westerly
completely demolished. It was not only sha and that the poor Lawyer had been regularly the opportunity, with his men, to look after
part of this town, about a half a mile north
Exasperated at the the ship, then lying off and on.
Soon after ced in width about a quarter of a mile.
ken down, but the fragments of houses, diddled out of his $75.
Western North Carolinian.
west of the Factory village. The flames1
stores, &c., were afterwards swept away by trick which was played on him he came to he was beset by a gang of natives, armed
spread with great rapidity, and were driven
the sea, which retired about fifteen minutes the Police to prosecute Nicholson for swin with clubs and axes, and reconducted to the
Explosion of the Steamboat Majestic.—The by
I
the strong wind then blowing directly
after the first shock, leaving the shipping then dling or some such thing, but as the case was chief, who placed a large guard over the
laying at anchor in the harbor entirely dry. not a very clear one, the Magistrate advised Capt., but allowed the men to walk at liber Cincinnati Republican gives the following ttowards the village. The alarm was given,
It came in risfhg to a height of twenty-five the lawyer to consult the District Attorney on ty. The ship having approached near the particulars of the explosion on board the whan the engines proceeded to the spot, and
after some time it was got under. It wa&
feet above the level, overwhelming the whole the subject before he made his deposition, land about noon, the boat came with the arti Steamboat Majestic, in the Mississippi.
A gentleman who arrived in this city last thought that fifty acres of woodland were
place. Men, women and children fled to the and he left the office with the intention of cles demanded, including pieces of iron as
substitues for cannon balls. As soon as these evening in the steam boat Splendid, direct burnt over, and the small wood on all of it
mountains, but many were overtaken and doing so.
were landed the chief insisted upon another from New Orleans, called at our office, on his wholly destroyed.—Concord Yeoman.
swept to the ocean by the returning waves
We have received, says the Star, dates supply, enumerating plates, knives, forks, way through the city, and informed us that
which completed the destruction of the town,
On Thursday afternoon, as Mr. Thomas
depriving hundreds of families of a second from St. John, N. B. to May 11. St. George cups, saucers, spoons, &c. Compliance was the steamer Majestic exploded one of her
garment, many of whom were in good cir has been declared a free port for articles from the only alternative, and the boat with the boilers, while on the eve of shoving from the Capen, assisted by Mr. Benj. Ward, were
cumstances, but are now destitute.
Furni the United States, for the consumption of that yams purchased on the day previous, was a- wharf at Memphis, producing a most melan drilling out an old charge of powder at Rob
gain sent off, Capt Upham alone remaining. choly loss of life and limbs. Aboutsixty per inson’s ledge, Savin Hill, Dorchester, it ex
ture of all kinds was swept with the houses, port exclusively.
On the return of the boat, a further demand sons were scalded, a large portion of them ploded, killing Mr. Capen instantly, and se
not even leaving a vestige to confirm the
A seaman named James Leonard, belong of a bottle of oil, and a bottle of rum, was mortally, and nearly all of them dangerously. verely wounding Mr. Ward.—Briggs' Bid.
owner of the situation of his former habita
The collapse is supposed to have been oc
tion ; and it would require an eye-witness to ing in the brig Patapsco, one of the Boston made. These were sent for, and on their re
Extensive 'Fraud.—A young man calling his
be convinced of the immense devastation it packets, while assisting, recently, in hoisting ception, about sunset, Capt. Upham was dis casioned by the passengers flocking upon
a mill stone from the hull, was killed in con charged. He returned to the ship and made one side of the boat, causing it to careen so name Lyman, but whose real name is said to
has caused,”
as to produce a transfer of the watar from be Ludlow, has been arrested at Louisville,.
sequence of the rigging of the vessel givingI sail immediately.
the starboard to the larboard boiler. Our in Ky. charged with having committed several
way,
and
the
consequent
falling
of
the
stone
Com. Elliott at Paris.—The Paris corres
extensive and remarkable frauds, one of
upon
him.
The N. Y. Journal of Commerce, some formant was on shore at Memphis, and visit
pondent of the New York Commercial says,
which was a draft for $3000, purporting to*
ed
the
house
in
which
the
wounded
were
days since stated that the Post Master Gen
in the course of the debate in the House of
“ How are ye shipmate ?” inquired Jack, eral had given directions to charge letter post confined. He represents the spectacle there be drawn by the Decatur Bank of Alabama
Deputies, allusion was “ made to the circum
on the Union Bank of New-York, which ho
stance of the frigate Constitution lying off walking up to a young lady who wore panta age on Price Currents made up in the form of exhibited as heart rending beyond concep
presented and sold to the Clinton Bank in Co
Havre, under orders to bring home I'argent, lets of uncommon size, and whose dress was letters ; but by the following paragraph from tion. To add to the distress of the sufferers lumbus, Ohio, for $1000 cash, and a draft for
or the minister. Some point was given to somewhat short. The lady conceiving her that pdper, we are pleased to learn that the the cholera is prevailing at Memphis to an $2000 on the Phoenix Bank of New-York,
alarrning extent.
this sneer, by the circumstance of Com. Elli self insulted, passed on without returning the plan has been abandoned :
Thirty four deaths by Cholera had already which he likewise sold. Lyman is now ia
ott being discovered among the listeners in salutation. A by-stander, who had witnessed
“ We are glad to learn that the order to
prison at Cincinnati. When arrested he was
the gallery, and the manner of the member the scene, rebuked Jack for addressing such charge letter postage on letter sheet price occurred in that ill fated city, up to the time
to have been married the next Thursday to
occupying the tribune, directed all eyes to language to a lady in the street. ‘ A lady,’ currents has been rescinded, and they will of his departure, and four had transpired on
said Jack, with astonishment—“ why, blast hereafter be charged as newspapers only. If the day of the accident. The deck passen a highly respectable young lady of Louisville,
the gentleman of “ Lake Erie” memory.
and the scene which occurred on his being
Capt.---------- , from Havre, says that poor’ my eyes, I thought she was an old shipmate, any thing is written inside, if it be nothing gers were the exclusive sufferers. The cab
dragged from his intended bride and her fam
Old Ironsides rides off that harbor, with a.fig with his tarpauling trowsers and monkey jack but the name of the one who sends the sheet, in passengers were supposed to have entirely
ily can be more easily imagined than de
ure head resembling a ghost, and in such a et on.”
it will be charged, and we think properly, as escaped.
scribed.
condition that her officers are ashamed to
a letter.”
The Cape de Fords.—Our readers recollect
A new way to correct an evil.—A gentleman
bring her in. Her gallant commander seems
Something New.—A reward is offered? iff
The New York Colonization Society havei an account of the murders committed at
to have thought that his own presence in the shop-keeper called on Tuesday at the office
French Chambers, and the image of the Gen of the Philadelphia Inquirer, and requested chartered the packet ship Indiana, to takei Cape de Verds, and the seizure of two vessels the Lowell Journal, for the apprehension of#
eral, hovering off the Shore, would succeed in that his paper be discontinued for two weeks, emigrants from New York and Savannah., by some insurgent soldiers, published in this lady, charged with stealing a horse and
paper a week or two since. The Journal of chaise.
effecting what the skilful diplomacy of our and expressed a hope that by the expiration She is to sail forthwith.
Commerce states that a schooner arrived at
of that time, the majority of the numerous
Minister had failed to accomplish.”
Dr. Ely, quite noted in religious and po■ Norfolk, Va. on the 27th ult. manned by aborrowers, who have been in the habit of pay
Small Pox.—A case of small pox has oc
Philadelphia Gazette.
ing him a morning visit for the last year or litical polemics, has accepted the Professor• bout 160 men, principally Portuguese. There curred at Exeter. Precautionary measures
being good reason to believe she is one of the have been adopted by the Selectmen, to pre
The city of Mocha was carried at the point two, would see the propriety of discontinuing ship of Theology at Marion College, Mo.
vessels seized at the Cape de Verds, the crew vent its spreading.
of the bayonet on the 20th January, by the their calls.
A Steam Press, for the purpose of compres and passengers have been arrested and de
Egyptian forces under Achmet Pacha. The
Com. Elliott left Paris on the 21st Aprils
The number of copies of Miss Reed’s book sing Cotton, has lately been erected at Apa tained, and the schooner sent to the U. S.
whole of Arabia now obeys the authority of
Navy Yard.—‘Boiion Gazette*
rejoin his frigate.
disposed of up to the present time is 38,576. lachicola, Florida, at a cost of $8000.
Mehemet Ali.
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has recovered hiBfugitiie 6
found on Saturday |a8t
1 Kentucky, about fifteen
near the banks of Lickin» ",
iucIi damaged as to be unfits
n the way of patching and
balloons. Mr. Clayton is.
galloon, still larger and Cj
he other, and intends fulfill^
making a voyage to the AtlaS
can complete his aerial appa^
¡anticipates being able to do by

al's Balloon.—Yesterday after
>ly to previous notice, Mr Lai*
i an ascension in a hal|00n frn,‘
lire erected on the westerly <ri< B
reel opposite the lower
-—rhe amphitheatre wasfinJ
rs ; and the vast concourse as
lie common and vicinity, prL'
be most animated spectacles
nember to have witnessed Th
flation was commenced at ihri!
I at about half past five.everv
ipparently in readiness, the
3 station in the car, which in
ig, was driven with violence by
unst the seats of the arnphithei
secured and reconveyed to i
ing, and again struck against th8
>f seats, and was carried over the
nphitheatre into the street. The
re disengaged himself from^
r a short space, the balloon, with
lifted by the aid of those around
phitheatre- Some of the cords
3 car was attached, appeared then
id, and the balloon tore ilselffrj
:, and ascended, without any cf
lompaniments, in a southeasterly
• ten or fifteen minutes, when it
cend.
We are not sufficiently
specting the causes of Mr. LaU.
ess, to attempt to state them: tlw
pinion appeared to be, that the
i not sufficiently inflated for his
t gives us pleasure to learn,tha!
escaped from his danger&ws sku
ll personal injury. We observed
n of feeling, on the part of thosa
xcepting that of regret at the fail,
iterprise.
on burst near the nose, about the
i feet, while it was overThompI, about four miles from the city,
iately carne down. It was siapt. Daniel Chandler, Superinhe Farm School, who will return
uriat this morning.—Boston Pat,
Missouri.—Several of the leadi papers are advocating the grad
ation ofslaves in that State. They
t the convention, which has been
he purpose of remodelling th
, shall provide that all such black»
born before a given time shall be
fe ; that those born after a certain
be slaves for a given number of
that those born after a period
3 shall be free at birth. They
¡uestion entirely upon grounds
cy.—Nat. Int.

Launch.—The new steamboat
is launched on Saturday last,»)
ie o’clock, from the ship-yard oi
Dyer. The number of people
on the occasion was estimatedie
3 thousand, and they must have
gratified by the spectacle. The
conducted without noise orcon>e boat moved off with an eas/and
on ; and when fairly at liberty upsr, she was saluted by the firing of
ich was replied to on board by the
her bell.
She sits evenly and
in the water; and we have no
be all that she ought for the safety
nience of the travelling communi•n Argus.
in the Mobile Advertisers prey the Grand Jury of that county
particulars of the murder of tw
i two slaves. They were convicirirne, and seized by the enraged
aken to the place where they had
I the offence and burned to death,
ids of the murder are unfit for pubid in the opinion of the Grand J»
he dreadful vengeance taken If
ce upon the inhuman murdere»
Salem Gazetie,

>n Tuesday last a boy or nian,or
r two legged animal with agun,^
fired the woods in the westerly
is town, about a half a milenorlli*
ie Factory village. The
th great rapidity, and vveredriv®
rong wind then blowing direcll|
e village. The alarm was girt
engines proceeded to the spat,aw
time it was got under. It
at fifty acres of woodland fW
, and the small wood on all oi|[
jtroyed'.—Concord Yeoman.

rsday afternoon, as Mr. Thorny
fisted by Mr. Benj. Ward, *
it an old charge of powder at Ko"1
Ige, Savin Hill, Dorchester, it «’
liing Mr. Capen instantly, and *
unding Mr. Ward.—Briggs

e'Fraud.—A young man calling^
nan, but whose real name »s...
v, has been arrested at L°U18VI [
ed with having committed seve
and remarkable frauds, on
3 a draft for $3000, puyortii) I
by the Decatur Bank of Alab
ion Bank of New-York, w » J
and sold to the Clinton BaoJ %
thio, for $1000 cash, and »«#
;he Phoenix Bank of
likewise sold. Lyman js now
Cincinnati. When arrested h0
>en married the next Thursd f
jspectable young lady ofly?ulbL
ene which occurred on his
om his intended bride and her
more easily imagined than

tg New.—K reward is oM*
I Journal, for the apprehension
ged with stealing a hois

or.-A case of small P«
¡9
Exeter. Precautionary me»
adopted by the Selectmen,»V

•eading.

_

lliott left Paris on the 21st

frigate.

tiflguished above nt^it other publie: men of
Cid. al New l'oîk, 2dí inst brig Ponce, Goüld,
P. R.
the day, for general,, impartial and compre- Ponce,
1
HE subscriber having contracted With
Ar. at New“ Orleans 13th ult. brig Watchman,
hensive views of ths interests of the whole
the town of York, to support Francis
Havana.
SATURDAY, JUNE O, 1835.
Union ; thoroughly informed abOiit them all, Patterson,
]
Haynes, for the year ensuing, hereby gives
Ar. at Havana, 14th ult. bärk Diantha, Will
and
honestly
devoted
to
their
advancement
;
.
New Hampshire.—The Legislature of
iams, Havre j 16th,brig Lima Lord, N. Orleans, notice,
notice* that he has made suitable p]
provision
and that bis elevation to the highest office in (
for him,
liirn, and forbids all persons harm
barooring or'
New Hampshire assembled at Concord on
the gift of the people would be felt by every
trusting him on my account, as I shall pay
PROBATE NOTICE
Wednesday last.
good citizen at home, and admitted by the
no bill for his support.
world,
to
be
not
a
party
triumph
—
but
a
trib

The votes for members of tflB next Con
At a Court of Probate held at Saco, within and
josiah Thompson.
ute justly paid to merit;R trust reposed in
for the County of York, on the first Monday
York, May 23,1835.
gress, cast at the late General Election in New
hands well qualified for its discharge.
in June, in the year of our Lord eighteen hun
Hampshire, have been officially canvassed.
11. Resolved, That, above all, we regard
dred and thirty five, by the Hon. IV M. A.
NOTICE.
“3
Daniel Webster as entitled to the confidence
HA YES, Judge of said Court :
Samuel Cushman has 23,284 votes; Benning
ERSONS having unsettled accounts
ATHAN D. APPLETON & William
of the country for his unquestioned attach
M. Bean 23,900; Franklin Pierce 24,012 ;
With the subscriber, are requested to
ment to the Constitution, his accurate ac
Cúíts, administrators of the estate of
call and adjust them between this and the
Joseph Weeks 23,784 and Robert Burns 23,quaintance with its principles, atid his unsur
Richard Cutts, late of Berwick, in said coun

10th of June next.
JOHN FROST,
949 and are elected.
passed ability, to explain and defend them ; ty, esquire, deceased, having presented their
May 29, 1835.
RESOLUTIONS.
because
his
principles,
politics
ftnd
character,
i
second account of administration of the estate
Report says that Isaac Hill is to be the next
Whereas the time has arrived, when it is are completely mingled and identified with of said deceased, for allowance :
ORN for sale by
Governor of New Hampshire, or, at least, proper, that the sense of the People of the the Constitution of the United States; be
ORDEREÍ)—’that the said administrators
WILLIAM LORD.
United
States
should
be
expressed,
on
the
is to be the Jackson candidate for that office
cause he is regarded at home as among the give notice to all persons interested, by caus
May 30.
subject of the election of a President—
ablest of its expounders, and abroad as com ing a copy of this order to be published three
at the next election, and that if Mr, Hill is
1.Resolved, That we deem it our duty,
elected it is probable that Mr. Atherton will and it is our fixed and resolute purpose, to pletely identified with that sacred charter of weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga
our liberties—a living commentary on its zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
give our support to a candidate for that office principles—not only deriving from it his chief that they may appear at a Probate Court to be 'l^T’OTICE is hereby given, that the Cbparftake his place in the U. S. Senate.
whose principles we approve, in whose char distinction, as a public man, but paying bac;< held at Limerick, in said county, on the first -Ln nership heretofore existing between
Fire.—In Hallowell, on Saturday evening acter we confide, of whose patriotism we have the great debt by the most eloquent, masterly Monday in July next, at ten of the clock in myself and Jonathan Hill, under the name of
last, a steam saw mill, owned by Capt. Gage proof, and on whom we can, in any event, and successful efforts made to uphold it, to il the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they JOHNSON & HILL, is dissolved from this
rely, to administer the Constitution, in the lustrate it, and recommend it more and more
date by its own limitation, it being agreed
have, why the said account should not be al
of H. and Dr. Adams of Boston, was con
when we formed the copartnership, that it
spirit of those who framed it ; and that ac to the affection of his countrymen, and the
lowed.
sumed—the principal part of the lumber and cordingly we entirely and cordially approve
should be dissolved when either of the parties
admiration of the world.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
thereto desired it, and I shall not hold myself
Wood near the building was saved. The loss the nomination of DANIEL WEBSTER,
A true copy—Attest,
12. Resolved, That it is an especial rec
responsible for any debts contracted by said
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
is estimated at $10,000—no insurance. The made at a meeting of a large majority of the ommendation of Daniel Webster to the con
Legislature of Massachusetts, on the 21st of fidence of the people, that his opinions and
Hill in the name of said firm after this date.
June
6.
Free Press & Advocate says, the mill was
January, and the general grounds on which principles are known, open and undisguised ;
ISRAEL G. JOHNSON.
rented by Messrs. Wheeler & Perkins, of the said nomination was placed, in their res
North Berwick, May 21,1835,
BRIDGTON ACADEMY.
that the part he has taken in. the interesting
Augusta, and was in successful operation. It olutions and address.
questions of the several last years, has ri^HE Summer Term of this flourishing in2. Resolved, That, while the high offices
stitution will commence on Wednes
was expected to turn out lumber enough to
TO THE jPEBETC.
called upon him to state, define and limit his JL
of the government are justly to be viewed as opinions, respecting the provisions of the con day next, June 10.
USTICE to myself and the public cfo-5
load a vessel every week during the present the rewards of distinguished service, they are,
mauds that 1 should contradict the
June 6.
stitution, till all know their character and ex
season.
in a republican system, to be still more pe tent ; and that we regard these opinions as
statements contained in the above advertise
culiarly considered as responsible trusts, the true views of the constitution, equally re BOOKS, STATIO^AItY
ment. The copartnership heretofore existing
John M. O’Brien, Esq. of Brunswick, has to be administered, with an exclusive view
at North Berwick, between Israel G. Johnson
mote from all tendency to consolidation and
FAACY
AKTICUES.
been appointed Travelling Agent of the to the welfare of the country ; and that we all tendency to disunion—as moderate, just
and Jonathan Hill, under the firm of Johnson
Maine State Temperance Society, by the Ex regard the idea, that important official sta and practicable, and indispensable to the well
Hill, is not dissolved,—Johnson cannot, ac
REMICH
tions are the mere “ spoils of victory,” as un being of the happy frame of government un
cording to the articles of agreement at the
ecutive Committee of said Society. Mr. O’
TTITAS
just
received
a
large
assortment
of
worthy of freemen, discreditable to the party
jOL Miscellaneous & School Books— formation of the copartnership, Withdraw his
Brien is a lawyer of very respectable talents by which it is avowed, and dangerous to the der which we live.
13. Resolved, That in the opinion of this
Blank Books, Writing and Letter Paper ; name from the firm—and his caution, in ref
and was a member of the last Legislature of country.
meeting, the time has not come, when any Quills ; Ink, &c. &c. all of which will be sold erence to the debts of the concern, is value
3.
Resolved,
That
we
consider
as
highly
this State.
less and unworthy the attention of the pub^
overruling necessity calls upon the whigs to
reprehensible the interference of incumbents compromise their principles, or desert their at very low prices.
lie.
Kennebunk,
June
6,
1835.
Rev. Jason Whitman, formerly of Saco, of office to control the elections ; and while own standard ; that while they are not re
JONATHAN HILL.
SHERIFF’S SALE.
North Berwick, May 22, 1835.
has accepted an invitation from the new Uni we willingly concede to them the rights of sponsible for results, they are responsible, sa
individual citizens, we look upon an assem
ILL be sold on execution, at Public
tarian Society in Portland to become their blage in mock convention of large numbers credly responsible, for their own consistency
Auction, on Tuesday, the 16th day
pastor, and his installation will take place in a of office holders—delegated by bodies of like their own enduring love of country, and their
of June instant, commencing at 9 o’clock A.
own fidelity to the constitution ; and that
few days. Mr. W. has, for a year past, dis composition—to make a pretended nomina whether successful or unsuccessful, whether M. at the Auction Room, near the Rev. Mr.
MILLER. & HALL
charged most faithfully and satisfactorily the tion of candidates previously agreed upon and found in majorities or minorities, a plain path Wells’ meeting house in Kennebunk, a large
AVE just received and are now opening
notoriously pledged to continue the office
their Spring Stock of Goods, Which
arduous duties of General Secretary of the holders in their places, as a gross abuse of the of duty lies before them, from which they lot of FOREIGN & DOMESTIC GOODS,
CONSISTING of
comprises a very general assortment of
American Unitarian Association. This office elective franchise, and an outrage on the peo cannot depart, without obvious inconsistency
Broadcloths
;
Cassimeres
;
Sattinetts
;
and dereliction of principle.
FRENCH, ENGLISH <fc DOMESTIC
he has resigned and the Rev. Mr. Briggs of ple, whose dearest political rights are thus at
14. Resolved, Therefore, under the influ Camlets ; 500 yds. Calicoes ; Ginghams ;
PIECE GOODS,
tempted
to
be
bartered
away.
Lexington, Mass, has been elected his suc
ence of these feelings and opinions, that we Merinos & Circassians; Silks ; Silk Velvets ; together with an extensive stock of prime
4. Resolved, That the selection of candi
concur in the nomination of Daniel Webster, Laces ; Muslins ; Damask Table Cloths ;
Groceries, Hard Ware
Cutlery ;
cessor.
dates, by the citizens of any part of the United as a candidate for the Presidency of the Uni Ribbons ;
States, on purely sectional grounds, and the ted States, and tender to it our decided and Bleached & unbleached Shirtings & Sheet which they offer for sale on the most reason
American Circus.—We are requested to rejection of the most eminent qualifications
able terms for good pay. Their stock of
ings ;
earnest support ; that though others waver, or
Woollens is particularly good, being Well se
«ay, that the Gymnastic Arena Company, from for high office, because they are found in
falter, or surrender, our purpose still is, not to Shawls & Hdkfs.; Silk & Twist ; Buttons ;
lected and embracing almost every variety of
the New York Amphitheatre, will perform in some other part of the country, is inconsistent despair in the cause of Liberty and the coun Crockery & Glass Ware ; Looking Glasses ;
with the spirit and principles of the Union of try, but to meet the crisis with zeal, as well Hard Ware ; Hollow Ware; Teas ; Pepper ; Broadcloths, from $2 to $6. Also, Cassimeres,
this village this afternoon and Monday eve
Satinetts, Summer Cloths, &c. For particu
these States ; and that our fellow citizens of as firmness, and to adhere to what we es Pimento ; Copperas ; Alum ; Salt;
ning next. Performances commence this af the Southern States, who, out of twelve
lars their friends will please call and examine.
teem principle and duty, let who will follow Patent Balance ; Brass Balance & Scale ;
Kennebunk, May 6, 1835.
ternoon at 3 o’clock. We are informed, like Presidential terms, have ten times elected
or who will fly.
Stove & Funnel ; Iron ; Sheet Lead ; Rosin ;
wise, that this is not the Company of whose their own citizens, may reasonably be expec
15. Therefofe Resolved, finally, by the Sperm Oil; Oil Cannisters, &c. with many
WOTZCS.
performances and habits the Newburyport ted, at the approaching election, to give proof citizens of Boston and the vicinity, in Faneuil other articles such as are usually found in a
HE subscriber has taken a stand beat
to the country, that they do not claim a mo Hall assembled, that the cause of Liberty and retail store.
the Mousam Factory, where he intends
editor spoke so disparagingly—but that it is nopoly of the government.
ALEX. WARREN, Auctioneer.
Free Government, in all ages, is one ; and as
carrying on the
composed of individuals of gentlemanly man
5. Resolved, That we ardently desire the our fathers within this sacred temple, fearless
Kennebunk, June 6,1835.
SADDLE <fc HARNESS BUSINESS,
ners, who, in endeavoring to render their ex return of constitutional times, that we are ly and zealously engaged in noble warfare
in its various branches. He respectfully soli
weary
of
the
violence,
tumult
and
corruption
MMEDIATELY
after
the
above
sale,
will
hibitions amusing, studiously avoid every
with the officers of their day, and, undismay
which prevail in the land, and have been rais
be offered many articles of Household cits a share of public patronage.
thing indecorous or calculated to corrupt the ed to high places, that we are weary of con ed by the numbers arrayed against them, un
He continues also his old branch ofbusiness.
Furniture
—1 Secretary & Book Case ;
seduced by the bribes of power, and unawed
A. M. BRYANT.
morals of the community.
tinued appeals, by the highest functionaries, by its terrors, boldly sounded the war cry of 5 High Post & French Bedsteads ;
Kennebunk, May 9,1835.
to the passions of the people, against the laws freedom from this hallowed spot, we in imi 1 set Flag bottom Chairs ;
51 ships and barques and 3 brigs are now and constitutions, in which the liberties of tation of them, pledge ourselves to the same 2 doz. of other Chairs ;
NOTICE.
lying at the wharves at New Bedford, pre the people are enshrined.—-that we are weary noble cause, to struggle against abuses of the Mahogany, Dining, Card and Pembroke Ta
HE subscriber having Contracted with
of seeing the public servants assuming to be same pernicious kindred with those which ables ;
paring for whaling voyages.
the town of Kennebunk, to support the
masters ;—substituting their own will instead woke the spirit of 1776 ; to maintain the 2 Bureaus ; with many articles of Crockery ;
poor of said town for one year, hereby gives
of the law, as a rule of action ;—and that we rights for which our fathers staked their lives ; Pots & Kettles ; Shovel & Tongs ;
notice that he has made suitable provision
A blacksmith’s shop in South Berwick was tremble for the permanence of our republi
to vindicate that sway of the law which was Empty bbls. ; Firkins ; 1 Hand-cart ;
for them at the Alms-House, and hereby
struck by lightning on the 29th ult.—very can institutions, daily wrested from their the great object of their toils and perils ; that Wheelbarrows; Hoes ; Shovels ;
forbids all persons harboring or trusting any
proper
end,
—
the
welfare
of
the
country,
—
1
Cooking
Stove,
&c.
&c.
we will march with cheerful confidence and
little damage was done.
of the Paupers of said town on my account,
and made the cloak of the worst abuses of the hope beneath the Banner of the Constitution,
A. WARREN, Auctioneer.
or on .account of the town, as I shall pay hoi
worst governments.
Kennebunk, June 6,1835.
[to correspondents ]
with the name of its great champion in the
bill for their support.
6.Resolved, That, in our sober judgment,
centre of the field, well assured that if our
Two or three communications are unavoid
JAMES WARREN.
NOTICE.
the state of affairs has become such, thht the beloved country is to conquer in the ap
Kennebunk, May 1, 1835.
ably omitted to-day.
OTICE is hereby given, that the subscrienormous existing abuses must be remedied proaching struggle, it must be beneath this
ber has been duly appointed adminis
or pass into prescription ; that it is too late to sign j-1—and we call upon our friends—
tratrix of the estate of
The'Centennial Celebration.—The two hun temporize with the disease of the body poli
TAKE NOTICE.
the friends of liberty—by whatever name
ADAM STONE,
dredth anniversary of the settlement of old tic ; that a great and effective reform must
HE subscribe^ having contracted with
they are designated, throughout the Union ; late of Kennebunk-port, in the County of
Newbury, was celebrated on Tuesday, in be accomplished, or all reform be abandoned
the overseers of the poor of the town
on all who reverence the Constitution—on all
York, Merchant, deceased, and has taken up
conformity with the arrangements published as hopeless ; that the question is now put to
of Wells, to support all the paupers belong
who wish for a government of laws and char on herself that trust by giving bonds as the
in our paper of that day. The day was fine, the people, divested of every thing addressed
ter of civil rights to descend to their children, law directs. All persons having demands a- ing to said town, for the term of one year from
and the celebration was one of a more inter to the imagination ;—without any thing to
to rise as one man, and go with us ; to forget gainst said estate are requested to exhibit the date hereof, and having made provision for
esting character, than any we ever before enlist the enthusiasm for military achieve
local preferences and individual partialities ; same, and all persons indebted to said estate that purpose, hereby forbids all persons har
witnessed. The oration, by Mr. Cushing, ments, or any pretence well or ill-founded of
boring or supporting any of said paupers on
to act on pure principles ; to hasten to the are called upon to make payment.
was such as the high reputation of that gen public honors due to heroic services :—hut,
his account.
rescue of the country, and to assign the high
MIRANDA
STONE.
tleman justified the public in anticipating. simply and plainly, whether they will have a
JAMES HOBBS.
est trust in the disposal of the people, to the
April
1,1835.
After the services at the Church were con pure, wholesome, constitutional government,
Wells, Dec. 16, 1834.
man of whom it was declared by William
cluded, about 500 persons dined at the Pa administered by men selected for their quali
Lowndes, that “ the North had not his equal,
STATE OF MAINE.
CAEF SKINS WAATEIb“4
vilion near the Newbury Town House. The fications, supported on principle and freely
nor the South his superior.”
An additional Resolve relating to the Blind.
sentiments and speeches on the occasion chosen by the unbought suffrages of legal vo
K
ESOLVED,
That
a
sum
not exceeding
were of superior order.
Lieut. Governor ters, or whether they will give up the polls to
HE subscriber wishes to purchase Calf
Four Thousand Dollars be and the
HYMENEAL
Armstrong, the Hon. Messrs. Everett, Phillips, violence,—the nomination of candidates to
Skins, for which a fair price will be
same is hereby appropriated out of the Treas
Cushing, Lunt, Col. Winthrop, of Boston, intrigue ; the administration of the govern
MARRIED—In Alfred, 26th ult., by Rev. Mr. ury of this State, to be expended by the Gov
given.
RALPH CURTIS.
Judge White, and Col. Swett, of Boston, and ment to a self perpetuated corporation of of Fisk, Josiah Little, Esq. of Danville, Counsel
Kennebunk, May 23,1835.
ernor, with the advice and consent of the
several other gentlemen addressed the com fice holders.
lor at Law, to Miss Sally Brooks of A.
Council, at their discretion, in defraying, in
pany, which did not disperse until sundown.
In Somersworth, N. H. Mr. Samuel Robin whole or in part, the expense of placing and
7.Resolved, Therefore, in this condition
BARK WANTED.
In the evening the ladies gave a splendid tea of affairs, that it is the duty of every good cit son, jun of Kennebunk-port, to Miss Elizabeth
educating at the New England Asylum for
HE subscriber wishes to purchase 50
party, which was numerously attended, and izen to take an active part for the rescue of Ann Hussey of S.
the education of the Blind, in Boston, those
Cords good Hemlock Bark, for which
which added no little eclat to the festivities.
the country ; that we will support a man of
indigent blind persons in this State, whose
a fair price will be given.
Newburyport Herald.
OBITUAKY.
our principles ; that our suffrage shall be giv
names have been returned to the Office of
RALPH CURTIS.
en to one who has earned it, by public servi
Kennebunk, May 23,1835.
DIED—In Acton, 27th ult. Mr. Ezekiel Pres the Secretary of State, agreeably to a Resolve
The good old adage, that “ after a storm ces and private worth ; who has penetration
•comes a calm,” is no more true than that the to perceive the causes of existing evils, and cott, aged 51 years and 9 months.—Mr. Prescott passed March 11th, 1834, or such part of
Copartnership dissolved.
present pecuniary fever—excitement—flush courage and energy to redress them ; and es has left a wife and eleven children to mourn the them, as the Governor and Council may deem
of money—zeal for speculating, and general pecially to one, whose past life and public loss of an affectionate husband and father, and an proper to select as the most fit subjects for
HE Copartnership heretofore existing
frosperity, must be followed by a re-action, course contain the evidence, that he reveren aged father the loss of a beloved son. While said institution. Provided, however, That pri
they mourn his loss, it is not without hope that
under the firm of J. G. Perkins & Co.
t cannot be expected that these times are ces, while he comprehends the constitution, their loss is his gain.— Printers in Kennebec Co. or to the placing of any such blind persons at
said institution, the Governor shall cause
is by mutual consent this day dissolved. All
•always to last—dark days will come,and then and that his affections as well as his under will please copy.—[Communicated.
them to be examined by some skilful Surgeon persons having business with the firm unset
Wvoe to those who are caught unprepared I standing, are consecrated to its defence.
In Hollis, Mr. Ellison Smith, aged 66.
or Surgeons, and if in the opinion ofsaid Sur tled, or demands against it, are requested to
The time will undoubtedly come, when the
In
Lisbon,
Mr.
Patrick
Arras,
aged
57.
His
8.Resolved, That we behold such a can
bright and glittering prospects of many, will didate in our fellow citizen, DANIEL WEB death was occasioned by injury received at first geon or Surgeons, such persons can be re call upon J. G. Perkins, or Silas Perkins, and
be clouded—when ruin and poverty, shall STER ; and that it appears to this meeting, by the hand from sowing four bushels of grain stored to sight by Medical treatment or Sur settle the same without delay.
gical operation, and if they, or their parents
J. G. PERKINS.
stare in the face of many a now bold and haz that consistency of character, devotion to which had been soaked in lime four days.
In Vassalborough, Me , Mr. Daniel Whjte- or guardians, shall be desirous that such treat
SILAS PERKINS.
ardous speculator—when the reckless and in
principle, and every other motive, which can house, formerly of Berwick, aged 80 years.
ment or operation should be so applied, and
Kennebunk-port, April 27,1835.
cautious shall have abundant reason to lament
influence a patriot and a freeman, conspire to
In Biddeford, Mrs. Lorana, wife ofCapt. Will satisfactory evidence thereof be made known
the luring prospects now held forth by the
make the determined, zealous and unwaver iam Hill, aged 47.
to the Governor and Council, they may apply jBjl order of the Court of Pro
prosperous appearance of everything around
ing support of his nomination, a plain and
a part of said sum as herein provided, to de
bate, will be sold at Public Auction, on Sat
us. Such scenes of gloom and panic as we
indispensable duty.
fray the necessary charges for such Medical
SHIP
NEWS.
urday, the thirteenth day of June next, at two
had last year—and even worse, may, and
9. Resolved, That with the warmest at
treatment
or
Surgical
operations
;
and
such
probably will, again be perceived. Thous
o'clock in the afternoon—
tachment to Mr. Webster, as our friend and
KENNEBUNK,JUNE«,
1835.
other
incidental
expenses
arising
therefrom
ands there are, who acknowledge the proba
O much of the real estate of Phinehas
neighbor, and with the fullest trust in his abil
as they may think proper.
McIntire, late of York, gentleman, de
bility of these things, and yet are rushing
memoranda.
ities and fidelity, it is still not because he be
In the House of Representatives, March 24,
ceased, testate, as will raise the sum of six
headlong into every variety of hazardous
Saco, May 27—Arrived—sch. Messenger, 1835, Read and passed.
longs to the city, the State or the general
hundred and thirty one dollars and eightyspeculation, and adventures, fancying that
quarter of the country in which we ourselves Leavitt, Portland ; 28th, schs. Meridian, Burn
JONA. CILLEY, Speaker.
one cents, for the payment of the just debts
they at least shall escape the storm, when it
live, that we unite in his support; that we ham, Essex; Charles, Morrill, Portland; Sarah,
In Senate, March 24, 1835, Read and Pass against said estate, and for incidental charges.
comes. They may be caught, and it behoves
Davis,
Boston
;
29th,
sch.
New
York,
Rowe,
act on public principle and for the general
JOSIAH PIERCE, President.
Said estate consists of the homestead of said
all prudent persons, to be prepared for the
Gloucester ; 30th, schs. Four O’clock, Rankin, ed.
good and that if there were a man, in the of Wells, from Boston ; Betsey, Leavitt, do. ;
March 24,1835.-—Approved.
deceased, containing about eighty acres of
■worst—to keep their business snug—their
wide range of all the States, more constitu Hero, Rogers, Duxbury ; June 1, sloop Maria,
ROBERT P. DUNLAP.
mowing, tillage, pasture and wood land; also,
money where it will avail them when wanted,
tional in his principles, more republican in Pool, Gloucester ; schs. Sarah Ann, Smith, do. ;
For the purpose of making the examina a dwelling house, with about four acres of
and not risk all they possess for the bare his manners, more disinterested in his politic
Elizabeth,
Leavitt,
Boston
;
Enterprise,
Hill,
do.
;
tions contemplated by the preceding Resolve, mowing and tillage land, situated on Beech
chance of making a fortune, in schemes which al career ; if there were one in regard to
May Flower, Emery, do.; Polly, Sears, Dennis.
may eventuate in misery, distress, and abject ’whom general confidence spreads wider or —Sailed, May 30, schs. Messenger, Leavitt; ‘ skilful Surgeons’ will be in attendance, at Ridge, so called : also, four acres of land on
the northerly side of said Beech Ridge, bIso
poverty.—Bangor Freeman.
sinks deeper, in short, if there were any Phaeton, Emery, Boston ; New How, Crowell, this place, on Tuesday, the 23d day of June
next—and all persons who are desirous of about seven acres of marsh land ; also, two
friend of the constitution and the laws, more New York ; June 1, schs. Mercator, Scammon,
Boston ; Angerona, Hill, do.; Friendship, Moore, availing themselves of the bounty of the State, wood lots, containing about ten acres. Sale
0^*We learn with regret to-day that Gen. trustworthy, he would receive from us our do.; 2d, sloop George Washington, Basset, Bos as therein provided, are requested to meet at to be at the late dwelling-house of said de
James W. Ripley, Collector of Passamaquod- hearty support, in whatever section or state
Stevens’ Hotel on that day, at 10 o’clock in ceased, where further particulars and condi
ton.
dy District, formerly a member of Congressi of the Union he were found.
tions will be made known.
the forenoon. By order of the Executive.
10. Resolved, That we consider Daniel
At Havana, 12th ult. barque Bohemia, Idg.
from Oxford County, died at Fryeburg yes
JEREMIAH S. PUTNAM, Executor.
ROSCOE G. GREENE, Sec. of State.
At Mariel, 15th ult., Lima, Lord, N. Orleans.
Webster, as eminently entitled to the char
terday of consumption.
York, May 4, 1835.
Augusta, May 15th, 1835.
1
At
Havana,
12th
ult.
brig
George,
Wise,unc.
acter
of
a
“
citizen
of
the
Uqited
States,
”
dis

Portland, Courier of yesterday.

Great WhIcj Msiitiiid itf Boston.—-A
very large meeting of individuals friendly to
the nomination of Daniel Webster for the
Presidency, was held at Faneuil Hall, in Bos
ton, on Thursday evening, 28th ult. John C.
Gray was called to the Chair. A series of
resolutions, (which we publish below,) was
introduced by Mr. C. P. Curtis in a pertinent
and able speech of considerable length. The
resolutions were supported by Messrs. R. C.
Winthrop, R. Choate and F. C. Gray, in pow
erful and eloquent speeches, after which they
were adopted unanimously.
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MONEY WANTED.

STATE OF MAINE.
NATURE’S GBAND HESTOBAT1VE.
House of Representatives, ?
HIS Vegetable Medieihe stands ufirivaiLL persons indebted to the subscriber, ei
March 28,1835. £
led for the following complaints, viz :
ther by note or on account, are requested
From the Knickerbocker.
The Committee on Finance, to whom was
ANY articles are before the publJ '
—Dyspepsia or Indigestion ; Diseased Liver ;
to make immediate payment. All demands
MEMORY.
referred an Order instructing them *e to re
Bilious Disorders; Jaundice ; Dropsy ; Asth
which remain unpaid on the first day of July
’Tis sweet to remember I would not forego
as a cure for that most obstinate
port an appropriation bill specifying Ss near ma j Costiveness ; Bilious Cholic ; for Jforms ;
The charm which lhe Past o'er the Present can throw, next will be left with an Attorney for collec
and tormenting disease, the Rheumatism
For all the gay visions which Fancy may weave
tion.—Wood will be taken in payment of as may be, the different items of expenditure, Pains in the Side, Stomach, and Breast ; Loss
and from close observation we are led to
and classifying them in such order as is prop
In her web of illusion that shines to deceive.
ofAppetite ; Colds and Coughs ; Hoarseness ;
debts until the 15th of June.
We know not the Future,—the Past we have felt,
er
and
usual
in
such
cases
;
and
that
they
SAMUEL CURTIS, Jun.
Shortness
of Breath; Nervous
Com believe, that they have, to a very great ex.
Ils cherished enjoyments the bosom can melt j
further Report to this House the ways and
tent, failed to produce that desirable result.
plaints,
Its raptures anew o’er our pulses may roll,
Wells, May 16,1835.
means by which the Government shall be
When thoughts of the morrow fall cold on the soul.
This medicine is of a Warming, cheering and may it not be attributed to the fact, that
supported the ensuing political year/’ have
and invigorating nature : whereas, it is well articles said to cure this troublesome digori
Hall and Office to JLet.
*Tis sweet to remember I When storms are abroad,
had the subject under consideration and Re
O LET, the Masonic Hall, (over the store port, That oh the 31st day of December 1834, known many other cathartics have directly der, are also recommended to cure almost
We see, in lhe rainbow, the promise of God :
The day may be darkened,—but far in the West,
of Mr. John G. Mayo.) It will be let the resources and liabilities of the Stale were an opposite tendency; and it has a most pow every disease with which our frail bodiCi
In yermillion and gold, sinks the Sun to his rest ;
erful influence, exceeded by no other medi are attacked, and in their preparation that
for Religious or Public Meetings, and for any
as follows :—
With smiles like the morning he passelh away—
cine, in removing Nervous complaints. It is
other purposes for which Halls are usually
Thus the beams of delight on the spirit can play,
object is kept in view, viz: to have the
LIABILITIES.
pleasant to take, and in its operation so much
Jet. Also, the room adjoining the office of
When in calm reminiscence we gather the flowers,
Funded Debt
134,466 75
so, that it may be administered to the tender medicine a cure for all diseases?
Which Love scattered round us in happier hours.
Joseph Dane, Esq., suitable for a Lawyer’s.
Penobscot Indian Fund
5,804 85 infant with safety.
The Vegetable Rheumatic Drops are o[
Office.
Rents moderate. For further par
Permanent School Fund
2,907 01
’Tis sweet to remember ! when friends are unkind,
fered to the public as a remedy for Rheu^
CERTIFICATES.
When their coldness and carelessness shadow the mind. ticulars apply to
Annual School Fund, No. 1
1,628 37
tism, and as no case is known wherea pfr,
GEORGE WISE.
Portsmouth, N. H. Aug. 19, 1833.
'Phen, to draw back the. veil which envelopes a land
” ”
” No. 2
23,710 38
Where delectable prospects in beauty expand ;
Kennebunk, May 16, 1835.
2m.
ox
^r' ^ar^es Holman,—About three years feet cure was not effected, we are justly ■
Cumberland
and
Oxford
Canal
___
51
314
To smell the green field,—the fresh waters to hear,
since, I was induced to try a bottle of your in declaring it a valuable medicine for
Balance of Roll of Accounts, No. 15 196
Whose once fairy music enchanted the ear;
COW WANTED.
Passamaquoddy Indian Fund
To drink in the smiles that delighted us then,—
,
1,100 qq Nature’s Grand Restorative, for a complaint at painful disease, and for no other is it recon,
___________| the stomach, to which 1 had been subject mended.—Price 50 cents.
To lisp the fond voices of Childhood again,—
GOOD New Milch Cow is wanted by
Oh, this the sad heart, like a reed that is bruised,
170128 18 (Probab|y occasioned by an obstruction of
the subscribers, for which a generous
Total
Binds up, when lhe banquet of Hope is refused.
CERTIFICATES.
’___ ( some of the unimportant organs.) I found
price will be paid, if first rate ; none other
RESOURCES.
Messrs. ' Crosbys Co. :
31 263 36 great rebei from the use of it, and ever since
need be offered.
'Tis sweet to remember ! And naught can destroy
Notesand Bills Receivable
’ ’ , have kept it in my house as a family mediThe balm-breathing comfort, the glory, the joy,
An apprentice of mine havim
MILLER & HALL.
Stock in Augusta, Maine and
Which spring from lhe fountain to gladden our way,
21 000 00 c*ne’—’ts beneficial effects have been experi- been for many months so much afflict
May 15, 1835.
Commercial Bank
When the changeful and faithless desert or betray.
’
i enced by several members of my family. Re- with the Rheumatism in one of his knets
Taxes uncollected for the years
I would not forget ¡—though my thoughts should be
>! spectfullv your Ob’t. Svt.
1831, 1832, and 1833
dark,
SHINGLES.
as to be unfit for labor ; and after trying
316 93!
'
WILLIAM WALKER.
O’er the ocean of Life, I look back from my bark,
ood pine & spruce shingles/ Taxes uncollected for 1834
49,944 47
him many popular medicines,! applied you
And 1 see the lost Eden, where once 1 was blest,
I, the subscriber, of Portsmouth, N. H. do Vegetable Rheumatic Drops, which in8
Cash in the Treasury
for sale by
19,286 35i
A type and a promise of heavenly rest.
W. G. C.
hereby certify that my son was afflicted with
Notes, Bonds, Executions and
JAMES & ISAAC LORD.
short time effected a perfect cure : and|t
the scrofulous humor, for two years, andl
Cash in the hands of the Land
Kennebunk, May 15.
RETURN OF SPRING.
has now been more than six months,and
have
in
the
same
time
used
many
medicines
Agent
Dec.
31,
1834,
exclusive
of
The sombre veil of cloud is gone,
without any new attack of the disease,a|,
MILL
SAWS.
i
recommended
for
said
complaint
with
the
adinterest,
164,405
The grateful sunlight beams,
90
, dition of six bottles of Swain’s Panacea and though the boy has been frequently expo
OWLAND’S Philadelphia Mill Saws for
The distant hills reflect the light,
The swollen river gleams.
sale by
MILLER & HALL.
Total
286,217 01 all to no effect until I was induced to call on sed to damps and rains.
May 15.
Being a balance in favor of the State of* Dr. Charles Holman, who recommended his
ROBERT CUTLER,
Now the glad birds in vocal joy,
116,688 dollars and 83 cents. Your com, Nature’s Grand Restorative and after using
Columbus, O., 10th Nov., ]832.
Breathe forth the chant of praise :
mittee find that from the first day of January one bottle only my son was restored to per
Now the sweet flowers in rich perfume,
I do hereby certify, that I was afflict
1835, to the seventeenth day of March 1835, fect health. I therefore conceive it a duty I
Their welcome incense raise !
LOVER, HERDS GRASS & Red Top, inclusive, 93,847 52-100 Acres of the Pub owe to the public to recommend this medi with the Chronic Rheumatism for about sev
Eastern Seed, for sale by
lic Lands have been sold by the Land Agent cine for the above complaint and likewise for en years, so that I was unable to attends
The voice of life is all around,
JAMES & ISAAC LORD.
for 108,775 dollars and 82 cents, for which costiveness and generally as the best family my business one third of the time. In that
Breathing of hope and love ;
Kennebunk,
May
2,
1835.
he received notes amounting to 84,307 dollars medicine. Portsmouth, Aug. 1833.
Be silent every murmuring word,
time I tried every thing I could hearofthji
And lift each thought above.
and 95 cents and the balance 24,467 dollars
JOSIAH WEBSTER.
was recommended to cure the complaint
This may certify that my wife had been for
and 87 cents, in cash, which added to the
but found no relief, and in fact 1 had almost
“ Seed time and harvest will not fail/*
LOT of Baltimore Howard Street Flour, above makes a balance in favor of the State several years afflicted with a cough occasion
Our God will still bestow :
for sale by
ally, and had a seated hard one, for two or despaired of finding any. In the fall of 1832
of 224,864 dollars and 65 cents.
Then let our anxious fear be still,
JAMES & ISAAC LORD.
Your committee estimate the receipts of the three months, so that she could not rest day 1 was at Columbus, at which time I was not
And gratitude o’erflow.
Kennebunk, May 2, 1835.
Treasury for the year 1835, as follows:
or night, she obtained some relief from medi able to get on to my horse without help, fl
cine prescribed by an able Physician, yet she friend of mine advised me to purchases
Cash, balance from the year 1834,
TEMPERANCE DEPARTMENT
CHAISE FOR SALE.
19,286 35 was apparently rapidly going into a consump- bottle of Messrs. O. & S. Crosby &W|
Second hand Chaise will be sold at a low
l tion. While in this state I heard of Holman’s Vegetable Rheumatic Drops, whichldidj
Taxes for the years 1831, 1832,
Progress of Temperance in Georgia.—
price, or exchanged for a good Wagon,
1833 and 1834,
50,261 40 Nature’s Grand Restorative, purchased one and applied as directed, and found immediExtract of a letter from a friend, dated Sa
on application to
MILLER & HALL.
Tax on Banks, for 1835,
26,000 00 bottle ; she began to be relieved, within a day ate relief, and 1 am perfectly cured—as it
May 14, 1835.
vannah, April 24, 1835.
or two from taking this, and in two weeks
On Notes and Bills receivable
You will be pleased to learn the prog
her cough was entirely’ cured, and for seven has now been more than six months andl
OUND at sea, on Tuesday last, about in the hands of the Treasurer, aress of temperance in this far country, I
months since she has enjoyed better health have never had a return of the pain-alfour leagues from Kennebimk-point, a mounting to 31,263 46, estimated
dare say. There is room, to be sure, for
receipts for 1835,
WHERRY, with four Oarsand a plaice-spear
15,000 00 than she has for a number of years before, though in the winter of 1832—3, I pOf.
Duty on Commissions
improvement, but what has been done sur on board, which the owner can have by prov
2,000 00 with no return of her cough. Not one whole chased a drove of cattle and hogs, and drove
Dividends on Bank Stock
passes my own expectations, and consider ing property and paving charges, on applica
1,100 00 bottle was used. Rochester, May 23, 1833. them across the Alleghany mountains lol
On Loan under Resolve of Feb
GERSHOM HORN.
AMOS BRAGDON.
ing all things, must be admitted to furnish tion to
Philadelphia market, and was expowl
VEGETABLE POWDERS.
ruary 24, 1834,
Kennebunk, May 14,1835.
10,000 00
great encouragement to the friends of the
through the tour to cold and rain. I car,
THESE Powders are a most valuable
On Requisition Loan of Febru
cause,—Ecce Signum :—There are four
cheerfully recommend it to all who are a(ary, 1835,
50,000 00 composition for young or old, male or female.
large Societies here, of the colored people,
They are useful and safe for violent colds, fe flicted with the Rheumatism.
Permanent School Fund, trans
belonging to the city alone,+-whereof one
to current expenditures
WM. COCHRAN.
2,907 01 vers, foul stomach, head-ache, jaundice, pain
JTAJUES S’ ISAAC EORB ferred
in the stomach and bowels, dysentary, cholic,
numbers 740, another 900, and the whole
Marion county, O. August 1, 1832.
Cash received by the Land AAVE just received a fresh supply of
loss of appetite, cold hands and feet, palpi
gent from Jan. 1st, 1835, to March
nearly 2,000. These were first suggested
Sold wholesale and retail by JO Bq
NEW GOODS, suitable for the
tation of the heart, rheumatism, female com
17, 1835, for sale of Public Lands,
by the visit of Dr. Hewitt, in 1831, and
present and approaching season, all of which
LILLIE, Kennebunk’, Nathan Kendall,
plaints,
caused
by
colds,
and
ail
kinds
of
hu

On
securities
in
the
hands
of
the
the earliest of them was the first Temper will be sold on the very lowest terms for
Alfred; Wm. C. Stimpson, & Co. No, 134/
mors.
Land Agent Dec. 31st, 1834, aance Society of the colored people, so far as Cash or Produce.
South Side, Faneuil Hall; Rogers, & Co,
mounting to 164,405 dollars and
HOLMAN
’
S
BONE
OINTMENT.
Kennebunk,
May
2,
1835.
I can learn, ever formed at the South. I
90 cents, estimated Receipts for
HIS Ointment stands at the head of all No. 78 and 79, Commercial Street ; S.N,
have met them also, in my country excur
1835,
30,000 00
remedies for the following diseases Brewer, & Brothers, No. 90 and 92, Wash
sions, including one of several hundred
On sales of Public Lands, after
ington
St. ; Maynard & Noyes, No. 1J,
which human nature is heir to, viz.:—Rheu

members, among the Burgess County slaves,
March 17th, 1835,
20,000 00 matism, both Chronic and inflammatory— Cornhill, Boston.
JOHN G. MAYO
suggested, probably, by Mr. Clay, whose
Gout—Sprains—Bruises, and contracted Ten
AS just received a fresh supplyr of
Total
251,022 63 dons of long standing.
system of negro religious instruction is the
A REMEDY
SPRING & SUMMER GOODS,
GOC
.Your
committee
further
Report
that
the
It discusses all tumors—renders stiff joints
glory of Georgia—its redeeming beauty.
which he offers low for cash or country pro
sums necessary for the support of the Gov limber by producing a healthy muscular ac
I was told recently by a person who has duce.
HE excrutiatingpain—-the decrepitude
ernment for the year 1835, as specified in the tion.
Kennebunk, April 24,1835.
charge of the furnishing department of a
appropriation Bill, herewith submitted, a- It assuages pains in Boils and Abseses. Noth
and deformity, and the premature
principal store here, one of which the com
mount to the sum of 167,126 dollars and 51 ing equals it in swelled and inflamed Breasts old age, which are the usual attendants of
missions on cotton are probably $20,000,
cents, leaving a balance at the disposal of the in females if applied in its early stage, pre this disorder, are suffered by many from
HE subscribers, having contracted with Government at the close of the year 1835, of
that his usual sales of spirit before Christ
the town of Kennebunk-port, to sup 83,896 dollars and 12 cents, which when re vents suppuration or matter forming, and dispair of a cure, or disappointment in the
mas, which were formely monstrous, have
gives in all cases immediate ease from pain. efficacy of the numerous pretended antidotes
port the Poor of said town the present year,
ceived may be applied to the payment of Certificates of this fact could be given if ne
dwindled down to almost nothing.
hereby give notice that they have made the debts of the State agreeably to a Resolve au
used to effect this purpose. But those who
cessary.
Business has been and is brisk.
They necessary provisions for their support. They
have made a fair trial of
thorizing a temporary Loan in behalf of the
This
remedy
is
offered
to
the
public
with
have not had so good a season for ten years. therefore forbid all persons harboring or trust
State of February 1835, and the accompany the full assurance that it far excels the opo DR. JEBB’S CELEBRATED LINIMENT,
The exports of Savannah will be twelve ing any of the paupers of said town, as they ing Report.
deldocs and liniments of the present day, for even in cases of long standing, and of the
millions in cotton alone—say 200,000 bags are determined to pay no hill for their sup
There now remains of the Public Lands the above diseases.—A trial is only wanted most severe character, have received certain
JOHN HUTCHINS, 3d.,
at $60 the bag : and that is far more, rela port.
owned in this State, within its undisputed to give it the decided preference to every relief, and many have been cured in a few,
FRANCIS BOSTON.
boundary, about three millions, two hundred thing else. Many physicians of eminence days, some in 24 hours ! as a number of
tively, than the exports of any city in the
Kennebunk-port, April 21,1835.
and fifty thousand acres, viz :—55 townships have used this ointment and extol its merits. persons in Boston and vicinity, who were
Union or probably in the world. The oth
located and belonging wholly to Maine, 20
er exports are little, say 300,000 or so,
formerly afflicted with the Rheumatism,
CERTIFICATE.
HlORD
townships located, and undivided, and lands
chiefly lumber and rice.”—Mer. Journal.
I the undersigned certify that my daugh have very fully testified. Certificates are io
mHIS beautiful and thor- unlocated and undivided, equal to about 162
ter aged 7 years was violently attacked with the possession of the proprietor, proving the
“** ou8b bred young Blood townships, making that part owned wholly
Noble Project.—Dr. Edwards, the secre
a pain in her knee, which caused the muscles most thorough and surprising cures bj
Horse, is of an elegant dark by this State, about equal to 146 townships
to contract so as to draw the leg under her
tary of the American Temperance Society,
Chesnut color, with a star, or 3,250,000 acres, which your Committee similar to a person kneeling—we became a- means ot this powerful Liniment, in cases
in a lecture recently delivered at Salem, black main, tail and legs, both hind feet par estimate to be worth one dollar per acre,
larrned for her fate—were recommended to where other approved applications had ut
Mass, stated that the object of the National tially white below the pastern joints. He amounting to 3,250,000 dollars.
try“ Holman’s Bone Ointment,” it was im terly failed. The Liniment is also used
Society now, is, to embody in a plain and was 6 years old in June last; 15 hands high ;
Having in view the rapidly increasing re
mediately procured and applied,—and to my with success for bruises, sprains, numbness,
cheap form the facts contained in its four with a great share of bone and muscle. His sources of the State, your Committee are of astonishment, speedy relief was obtained, and stiffness of the joints, chilblains* &c.
last annual reports, and to put a copy of the Grandsire was the unrivalled horse American opinion, that with proper care to select the in a very short time the muscles were so re
Price 50 cents a bottle.
volume into the hands of every preacher in Eclipse, that was sold the last season, at the most legitimate objects of revenue, and with laxed that the limb became perfectly re
age of 20 years, for $10,000, and now stands a faithful administration of the finances, the
stored.—1829.
the United States, of which there are 12,000;
in Dinwiddie County, Virginia, for the use of time will soon arrive when a State Tax can
DUMFRIES’
ROBERT GURNEY.
of every lawyer, of which there are 9,000 ; mares, at $100 the season. His Dam by the
be entirely dispensed with.
Portsmouth,
N.
H.
1831.
of every physician, of which there are 13,- celebrated Morgan Horse. She would trot
All which is repectfully submitted.
Vegetable Elixir, or Rheumatic Drops.
000 ; of every legislator, of which there are a mile in two minutes and forty five seconds,
OR sore or inflamed Eyes, gives tin*
DANIEL STEWARD, jr. Chairman.
HIS ELIXIR is useful in all cases of
4,000 ; of every secretary of a Temperance and fifteen miles an hour, with ease ; and is
mediate ease and relief. On recent
pain if taken inwardly or applied ex
Society, of which there are 7 or 8,000; now valued high for a brood mare.
STATE OF MAINE.
sore
eyes,
the effect is most salutary.-*
ternally.
LORD CABOT
and last, though not least, of every young
House of Representatives, ?
In cases of common head-ache, bathe the Where the complaint has been of years
Will
be
at
Mr.
Gordon
’
s
Stable
in
Saco,
the
man in the seminaries of the United States,
March 23d, 1835.
$
head and snuff it up the nose ; it will gener standing, and in some exceeding bad cases,
present Season, ready to wait upon visitors,
Ordered, That the Report of the Commit
of which there are 11,000; that no one
at the usual low price of Seven Dollars, tee on Finance accompanying the appropri ally relieve in a few minutes. Hold some in the most unexpected and desirable relief has
should obtain a liberal education without to insure a foal. All Mares disposed of with
the mouth for the tooth-ache, then wet cot been found in the use of this Eye Waters
ation bill, be published with the Laws or Re
ton-wool and put it on the tooth ;it will gen after every other remedy had failed. Ma
having an opportunity of becoming acquain in a year, will be charged as with foal.
solves of the present session, also, in all papers
erally relieve in a short time.
ted with these facts ; then to open deposits
HENRY RHODES, Groom.
ny persons who have used it, pronounce il
that publish the laws of the State.
When the joints are swelled or pained with the best preparation for these complaints
Saco, March, 1835.
at Buffalo and other places, to supply every
Read and passed,
Rheumatism,
rubbing
them
with
this
elixir
family emigrating to the west with a copy ;
We the undersigned having known Lord
Sent down for concurrence,
will relieve the pain and bring down the they have ever met with, especially in ca
and do the same at all the principal sea Cabot, from a coh, do without hesitation pro
JONATHAN CILLEY, Speaker.
swelling. When a joint is strained, by bathing ses of soreness or inflammation of long
In Senate, March 23, 1835.
ports, to put a copy into the hands of every nounce him a first rate, thorough bred horse,
it with this Elixir the pain will be removed, standing. Price 25 cents a bottle.
Read and passed in concurrence,
foreign emigrant ; and finally to secure co and well deserving the patronage of the pub
the swelling taken down, and the strength
lic.
Rufus Banks,
(t/^None are genuine unless signed on
JOSIAH PIERCE, President.
operation at foreign ports, so that no emi
restored.
Stephen Littlefield,
grant should sail for this country without
People troubled with weakness and pain in the outside printed wrapper by the sole ProJere. Millikin.
their backs, may be cured by bathing with prietor,T. Kidder, immediate successor
being kindly admonished that if he would
April 4.
4m.
A TRUE SON OF OLD SHERMAN MORGAN, this Elixir two or three times a day.
to the late Dr. W. T. Conway. For sale,
prosper in America, he roust belong to the
In cases of pain in the stomach or bowels, at his Counting Room, over No. 99, Court1
UIT^LL be at the following
Temperance Society.
»
places, viz : On the by taking from half to a whole table spoonful street, near Concert Hall, Boston, and also'
vW\ ^St’
and
Mondays of or by bathing the parts affected, the pain will by his special appointment, by
fl.
FBI HIS beautiful Horse
/Ia f
stand at
LiveJune. at York Court House, soon be removed.
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk.
ry stable of Mr. Peter Good- and will pass through Wells the following
Vegetable Bitters.
SAMUEL POPE, Kennebunk-porl.
OR sale by the subscriber, Manure Forks
This preparation is calculated to correct
win, in Kennebunk, during Tuesdays to Kennebunk, and stand at Stone’s
C. LITTLEFIELD, Wells.
& Stetson’s Hoes.
WM. LORD.
Stable until Wednesday morning.
He will the bile and create an appetite, by restoring
the present season.
May 1, 1835.
This Horse was sired by the old Morgan, be at Shaw’s, in Sanford, every Wednesday the digestive powers ; and may be freely used
and is well proportioned, both for beauty, during the season, in the afternoon ; at Hobbs’, both as a restorative and to prevent disease.
RIED Beef and Bacon for sale by
AS just received and offers for sale (at
speed and strength ; is ofa dark bay color, Doughty’s Falls, Thursdays; at South Ber
(t/^The above medicines are prepared
MILLER & HALL.
and in appearance combines every quality wick, at Hayes’, on Fridays, and at Dover on and for sale by CHARLES HOLMAN, Pen
the store formerly occupied by Col
May 7,1835.
The well known reputation of
A. F. Symonds,) a good assortment of
calculated to insure handsome colts and a Saturdays.
hallow street, Portsmouth, N. H. where may
good breed of horses. We consider com this inestimable race of horses, renders fur be found a general assortment of vegetable
PALM
ment as to his beauty or good qualities unne ther praise unnecessary. Persons wishing to medicines, and also by the following gen DRY GOODS,
CROCKERY GRASS S
ILLIAM LORD has just received a cessary, but invite gentlemen to call and ex- improve this opportunity of raising good tlemen :—At Kennebunk, by John Lillie ;
large assortment of Summer Hats, amine for themselves, when we are confident, horses can be furnished with proofs that this at Wells, by Joseph Wilson ; at Great Falls,,
they will find his appearance a sufficient rec horse is of the real, intrinsic blood of Morgan, by Timothy Walcott, (General Agent,) Ste Old Sable, Swedes, English & Sheet IRON
which are offered for sale cheap.
or nothing exacted.
Conditions liberal and phen Wingate and R. Bradford ; Dover, J. Nail and Spike Rods ;
ommendation.
Kennebunk, April 24,1835.
Terms.—Six dollars to warrant a foal; every attention paid to those who favor him H. Wheeler and Asa A. Tufts; Portland, Plough Plate ; Hoop Iron ;
with a call by
JOHN BELLOWS.
Four dollars the season.
WESTERN CHEESE, &c.
Swedes, Tub and Cast STEEL :
David Griffith.
May 16,1835._____________ ______________
All Mares disposed of before the usual
All directions signed in the hand wri Nails, &c. &c. &c. &c.
HEESE, Fresh Figs & Raisins, for sale time of foaling, will be considered as with SHEET LEAD, for sale bv
Also,—A good assortment of
ting of the proprietor.
foal.
by
MILLER & HALL.
MILLER & HALL.
Paints,
Oils & Dye JSltiffi.
CHARLES
HOLMAN.
Kennebunk, May 5,1835^
May 8, 1835May 14,1835.
January 1,18%
eowly.
Wells, (Corner,) April 35,1835.
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